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GVSU panel to discuss first year of
President Obama's foreign policy.

Panel to discuss
foreign policy of
first-year Obama
administration
By Mark Couturier
GVL Staff Writer

Commanica t ion still
limited with millions
of Haitians a ffected
by 7.0 earthquake
By Lauren Fitch
GVL Managing Editor

Imagine
waking
up
each
morning in a small, wooden
house in the poorest country in
the Western Hemisphere. You do
not have a job, so you spend your
days looking for menial labor or
smuggling food into your village.
Running water is not an
option and clean water is scarce
as well, which contributes to the
widespread disease and one of the
lowest life expectancy rates in the
world.
Though a significant portion of
the population suffers from AIDS
and other medical problems, there

always seems to
be a shortage of
healthcare — and
this was before
the earthquake.
The
most
severe earthquake
Haiti has seen
in
more
than
200 years struck Metellus
last
Tuesday,
destroying
the
already-struggling country. Portau-Prince, Haiti’s capital, was
hit hardest in the 7.0 magnitude
natural disaster.
Communication
with
the
Haitians has been limited so far,
but an estimated three million
people were affected by the
earthquake, about one-third of
the country’s population. Tens of
thousands are estimated dead, as
reported in The New York Times.
While many Americans and

others around the world grieve
with the Haitians and have begun
to raise aid, for Grand Valley State
University senior Robert Metellus,
the tragedy is much more personal
as the majority of his extended
family lives in Haiti.
Metellus was the first of his
siblings born in America, and
his parents were the first in
their families to immigrate here.
His aunts, uncles and cousins
were still living in Haiti when
the earthquake devastated the
country.
As of Friday, Metellus said he
had heard positive reports from his
mother’s relatives. However, they
had yet to make contact with his
father’s relatives, who are from
the severely-damaged capital.
Metellus said he first heard
about the disaster on the news the
See Student, A2

GV joins Haiti relief efforts
Rapids-based nonprofit, Rays of
Hope for Haiti.
GVL Managing Editor
“The Padnos International Center
While the world waits to see the
and the Grand Valley community at
full extent of the damage caused by
large feels compelled to reach out
the earthquake in Haiti last Tuesday, to its neighbors,” said Liz Smith.
many have begun raising money and
PIC coordinator of outreach and
gathering material goods to aid the
international students. “This will
survivors.
connectthecommunity
Grand Valley State
and raise aid for the
“The biggest
University will join
earthquake.”
thing students
the efforts with a
After
the
fundraiser from 5 p.m.
can do is not
fundraiser, collection
to 6 p.m. on Tuesday
bins will be placed in
forget.”
in room 2215/2216 of
all the living centers,
the Kirkhof Center.
PIC and by the 20/20
PETE WAMPLER
The event, hosted
desk in the KirkhoJ
GVSU PROFESSOR
by
the
Padnos
Center for further
International Center,
student
donations.
will include a panel
Smith
emphasized
discussion
led
by
the important role college students
GVSU professor Pete Wampler, could have in helping this country
student
Robert
Metellus
and
in need.
nonprofit executive director Doug
“So many countries are donating
Porritt. The proceeds from the
medical supplies,” Smith said.
fundraiser will go to Porritt’s Grand
By Lauren Fitch

“What they need most is financial
support and a little goes a long way.
One of the ways people can help is
with an ongoing act of generosity.”
See Efforts, A2
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Impoverished Haitians must clear the rubble.
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Numerous countries have started raising aid to assist the people of Haiti in recovering from this latest natural disaster.

On
Wednesday
night,
the
International
Relations
Organization of Grand Valley
State University will host the
panel discussion,“Obama Foreign
Policy: One Year Later.”The panel
will feature three professors from
the political science department
who will talk about certain
aspects of the policies President
Barack Obama has undertaken in
the international arena during his
first year in office.
Students and faculty members
are invited to attend the event,
which will be held from 7 p.m.
to 9 p.m. in room 2266 in the
Kirkhof Center.
Amber Spencley, president of
the IRO and a political science
major, said the discussion will
expand students’ knowledge of
the president and his policies.
“I feel like a lot of people may
be uninformed and just want to
be informed and this is a great
opportunity for that,” Spencley
said. “They need to understand
that Obama is their president and
his decisions affect everybody’s
lives, even if those decisions deal
with foreign affairs.”
Lyndia McMullen, treasurer
for the IRO and an international
relations major, said students can
also expect the discussion to be
unbiased.
“It’s going to be objective,”
McMullen said. “It’s going to
be fact-based so people in the
audience can form their own ideas
and judge Obama themselves
rather than say, ‘OK, here’s
some professors who are telling
me what’s going on and what I
should believe.’”
The three panelists leading
the discussion are Elizabeth
Snyderwine, Gamal Gasim and
Andrew Schlewitz.
Snyderwine will focus on the
president’s policies in the area of
human rights, while Gasim will
discuss Obama’s policy in the
Middle and Near East, including
his approach to the PalestinianIsraeli conflict and the wars in
Iraq and Afghanistan. Schlewitz
will talk on the administration’s
dealings
with
international
institutions such as the United
Nations and the Organization
of American States, and discuss
Obama's approach to the nation
of Cuba and the recent military
coup in Honduras as well as
the role lobbyists, missionary
groups and corporations have in
American foreign policy.
Students and faculty members
attending the discussion will be
given time to direct questions at
the panelists.
Mary Beth Deiters. IRO co
secretary and a political science
major, said she hopes students
can listen to the professors and
make up their own minds about
the merits of Obama's foreign
policy.
“This
is
going
to
be
informational,”
Deiters
said.
“I want people to come in
with questions. These are very
intelligent professors who are
experts in the areas they will be
speaking on. It’s important that
students come and hear what they
have to say so they can evaluate
what is coming from the media,
which slants and spins things to
get the best story.”
See Panel, A2
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continued from page A1

night it happened and
at first did not realize
the
magnitude of the
destruction.
“It was shocking to say
the least,” Metellus said.
He said people have
been supportive if they
knew about the tragedy,

calling and texting him to
see if his family was OK,
but he said there are still
people oblivious to the
situation.
“The main problem is
awareness. People know
there was an earthquake
in Haiti, but they don’t
know the magnitude of it,”
Metellus said.

GET A LARGE PIZZA WITH ONE TOPPING

He said beyond donating
money or material goods,
people could help by
educating others on the
situation and ensuring the
people of Haiti do not slip
into the background of the
world’s focus.
“The time you put in,
the actual effort of getting
out there and letting people
know what’s going on is
important,” Metellus said.
“The time’s going to come
when CNN doesn’t cover
it, but the problem is still
there.”
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Porritt also noted the need
for long-term support for the
people in Haiti. Rays of Hope
for Haiti has been sending
teams to distribute supplies to
Haiti for the past I0 years.
One such group returned
to America just hours before
the earthquake struck, Porritt
said.
Since
the
natural
disaster, Rays of Hope has
been able to contact only two
of its 14 volunteers still in the
struggling country of Haiti.
“To return back just before
is overwhelming and surreal,”
Porritt said. “To find out the
places we just were have been
reduced to rubble.’’
Porritt said as of Friday,
transportation to Haiti was
still restricted and Rays of

Hope was waiting to send
more people back to help in
the recovery process. In the
meantime, they are gathering
more medical supplies and
other items.
“We’ve seen a great
response from the Grand
Rapids community. They’re
so giving and so kind,” Porritt
said. “We’re so grateful but
also very conscious of the
need. Haiti Was one of the
poorest
countries
before
the earthquake, now it’s
unfathomable.”
Wampler,
a
geology
professor who will join Porritt
in speaking at the fundraiser,
has also seen first-hand the
living conditions in Haiti.
He spent two weeks there in
2007 and three weeks in 2008
doing research and working

on a clean v\ater program.
He said the people of Haiti
have already had numerous
natural disasters prior to the
latest earthquake, and it is
hard for them to maintain
good living conditions.
“It’s difficult to help a lot
right away,” Wampler said
in response to Tuesday’s
earthquake. “It’s going to be
a long recovery and take a lot
more than weeks or months.
The biggest thing students
can do is not forget.”
For more information about
volunteering or donating to
Rays of Hope for Haiti, visit
their Web site at http://www.
raysofhopeforhaiti.com. To
find out more about the oncampus fundraiser, contact
PIC at (616)331-3898.
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Haiti's capitol building in Port-au-Prince was destroyed in the earthquake, which centered in the city.
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Schlewitz
said
the
discussion can be a great
benefit for students, especially
John F. Sturm

those who are interested in the
role the United States plays in
the world.
“We can be oblivious to
what the U.S. is doing in the
world, but those actions can

Experienced Attorney
3 IVliles from Campus

President and CEO

The Reality About Newspapers

www.davidknoesterplc.com

In the past two years, the newspaper business has faced unprecedented financial challenges. The
economic meltdown and advertising recession have hit our industry hard. But make no mistake about
this: newspaper media - print and digital - remains strong and will emerge from the current
environment an even stronger multi-platform force.
Here is the reality about newspapers today:
1. Myth: No one reads newspapers anymore.

still affect us,” Schlewitz
said. “For instance, what we
do in the world affects illegal
immigration to the U.S., our
economic fortunes and our
efforts to negotiate economic
and
security
agreements
with other countries. And
it’s important that students
be aware of individuals and
special interest groups who
speak and act in our name
and how they complicate our
government’s policies and
image abroad. I’m looking
forward to the discussion and
hope to see a lot of the GVSU
community there.”

mcouturier@ lanthorn .corn

Reality: More than 104 million adults read a print newspaper every day, more than 115 million
on Sundays. That’s more people than watch the Super Bowl (94 million), American Idol (23
million) or that typically watch the late local news (65 million).
2. Myth: Young people no longer read newspapers.
Reality: 61 percent of 18-24 year olds and 25-34 year olds read a newspaper in an average week and
65 percent of them read a newspaper or visited a newspaper website in the past week.
3. Myth: Newspaper readership is tanking.
Reality: Average weekday newspaper readership declined a mere 1.8 percent between 2007 and
2008, and about 7 percent since its peak in 2002. Compare that to the 10 percent decline seen in the
prime time TV audience in 2007 alone. Meanwhile, newspapers’ Web audience has grown nearly
75 percent since 2004, to 73 million unique visitors a month.
4. Myth: Many newspapers are going out of business.
Reality: Newspapers, as individual businesses, by and large remain profitable enterprises with operating margins that Wall Street analysts estimate will generally average in the low to
mid teens during 2009. While that may be down from historical highs, such margins would be
the envy of many other industries today. As consultant John Morton said in a recent American
Journalism Review article, "Overall, the beleaguered newspaper industry's financial health
has been weakened but remains healthy by most measures. In this environment, that is an
achievement."
5. Myth: Newspaper advertising doesn’t work.
Reality: Google’s own research shows that 56 percent of consumers researched or purchased
products they saw in a newspaper. Google also says that newspaper advertisihg reinforces online
ads: 52 percent are more likely to buy products if they see it in the paper.
6. Myth: There are no creative options in newspapers.
Reality: Newspaper advertising options have exploded and now include shape and polybag ads,
post-it notes, “we prints,” shingle spadeas, scented ads, taste-it ads, glow-in-the-dark, belly bands
and temporary tattoos, as well as event and database marketing, behavioral targeting, e-mail
blasts, e-newsletters and more.
7. Myth: If newspapers close, you will still be able to get news from other sources.
Reality: Newspapers make a larger investment in journalism than any other medium. Most of
the information you read from “aggregators” and other media originated with newspapers. No
amount of effort from local bloggers, non-profit news entities or TV news sources could match
the depth and breadth of newspaper-produced content.
This is not a portrait of a dying industry. It’s illustrative of transformation. Newspapers are reinventing
themselves to focus on serving distinct audiences with a variety of products, and delivering those
audiences effectively to advertisers across media channels.
For more on the power of newspaper media, visit www.newspapermedia.com.

John F. Sturm
NAA President and CEO

»
Newspaper Association of America
4401 Wilson Wvd. Suite 900. Arlington. VA 22203
571 366 1000
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Study shows work ethic outweighs ethnicity

News in Brief

‘Model Minority Myth ’ study discredits myth of ethnic backgrounds influence on intelligence
YMCA offers membership
plan for students in GR

I he
YMCA
now
offers a plan, which runs
through Jan. 24, as an
alternative tor students
who cannot readily use
the GVSU Fitness Center
or who live closer to
downtown.
The cost is $160 per
semester with no joining
fee, providing access
to any of the branches
affiliated with YMCA
of greater Grand Rapids;
however, this reduced
membership does not
permit parking privileges
at the David D. Hunting
Downtown YMCA.
The only way to join
is online at http://www.
gvsu.edu/ymca,
where
students will submit a
request to have their
accounts billed for $160.
Please
note
the
enrollment period for this
membership will expire
on Jan. 24, at which time
no more membership
requests will be accepted
for Winter 2010.
Questions
regarding
this membership plan
can be directed to Steven
Lipnicki, assistant dean
of students.
Brown Bag Lunch Series
at philanthropy center

\

The
S.O.U.L.
of
Philanthropy
project,
“The Gift of All, A
Community of Givers,”
is a film that explores the
history of Grand Rapids.
Bring a lunch and
join panelists involved
in making the movie to
hear the story of West
Michigan,
documented
in the words of those
who helped create the
philanthropy community
of Grand Rapids.
The event will take
place from 11:30 a m.
to 1 p.m. on Jan. 27, at
the Johnson Center for
Philanthropy.

Schwartz said he believes
Asian-Americans’ academic
success is derived from a
In film and television, “cultural
standpoint” and
Asian-American
students family influence.
are often portrayed as above
“Most
Asian-Americans
average, hard working and
have a better work ethic
extremely intelligent. The
because they value and
notion that Asian-Americans understand the pressure put
have an edge over other on their parents to excel,”
students of different ethnic
Schwartz said.
backgrounds is portrayed
The importance of family
in reality, too, and is part of work ethic is supported by
a study called the “Model
Weaver’s research as the
Minority Myth.”
article states, “As AsianResearch
published
in
Americans have immigrated
GVSU’s Colleagues journal
to the United States, they have
has tracked the academic sought success for themselves
successes
and
their
of
various
families.”
“Overall,
ethnic groups,
Professor
education is a fair
specifically
J e e s u n
Asians, and the
competition and
Kim
also
article includes
agreed
with
is
totally
based
on
an opinionated
Weaver
and
effort.”
debate about
Schwartz. The
how and why
advertising
JEESUN KIM
the stereotype
and
public
GVSU PROFESSOR
was
even
relations
created.
professor who
“There is evidence in the
was born in Seoul, South
research reports to prove
Korea, and lived there for
Asian-Americans’ ability to
more than 20 years, gave
excel as well as the inability
personal insight to debunking
to overcome all the same the myth of natural, aboveobstacles that other racial
average Asian intelligence.
minority groups confront,”
“The influence from Asian
said SuLyn Weaver, GVSU
parents is so big,” Kim said.
student and author of “Perfect “Looking at parents who
in America: Implications of come from their respective
the Model Minority Myth on
home countries that have
the Classroom.”
worked really hard to come
Weaver’s
beliefs
that
to the U.S. is something that
Asian-American
students
Asian kids are aware of and
“don’t necessarily have an
so they value their parents'
advantage” are similar to
ideas more and strive to be
those of GVSU junior Stefan
successful in society.”
Schwartz.
Based on the findings of the
By Nadira Kharmai
GVL Staff Writer
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GVL Archive

Members of the Asian Student Union participate in the awards ceremony at a past R.I.C.E. conference.
Asian-Americans are one of several ethnic groups pinpointed in the "Model Minority Myth” study.

research and personal opinion
by Kim, it is easy to wonder
why some Asians choose
to “fit the stereotype” and
pursue a degree fields such as
engineering or medicine.
Compared
to
the
American culture of being
individualistic, Asian cultures
highlight shared values among
family members and success
is measured through selective
occupations, Kim said.
Her opinion was backed
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By Anya Zentmeyer
GVL Assistant News Editor
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Nomination deadlines

!
!

vary.
For
additional
questions or comments,
contact
Women’s
Commission
cochairs Ashley Nickels
(nickelas@gvsu.edu) or
Takeelia
Garrett-Lynn
(garettt@gvsu.edu).
Making the most of
LakerJobs

!
i
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The Career Center
will host a workshop
on how to effectively
use LakerJobs to find
employers and
intern
positions.
The session will be
held from 5 p.m. to 6
p.m. Thursday at the
DeVos Center.
Preregistration
is
required at http://www.
gvsu.edu/lakcrjobs.
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Student Scholars Day
registration approaches

Registration *
for
Student Scholars Day is
set to open Jan. 25 and
close Feb. 12.
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The W.K. Kellogg Foundation chose GVSU to volunteer professors to further education in STEM fields.

STEM program offers GV 20
Michigan teaching spots
participate
in
this
program
Grand
Valley
State are:
University, along with six other Western
Michigan universities, was
Michiga n
recently selected to partake in
University,
a fellowship program funded
Eastern
by W.K. Kellogg Foundation’s
Michigan
Wcxxlmw Wilson Michigan
University,
Teaching Fellowship program.
University
The foundation’s goal is to o
f
attract people with teaching
Michigan, Michigan State
backgrounds in the STEM
University and Wayne State
fields (science, technology,
University.
engineering and math), who
“Grand Valley was selected
can be hired as teachers in
because of the
the state of
quality of our
“This
program
is
Michigan.
College
of
“Grand
one of the most
Education, its
Valley’s
collaborative
exciting education
selection
by
relationship
stories of 2010.”
the Wtxxlrow
with
our
Wilson/
College
of
MATT MCLOGAN
Kellogg
Liberal Arts
GVSU VICE PRESIDENT FOR
Foundation
& Sciences
UNIVERSITY RELATIONS
program
and because
means that we
of our long
will play an
standing
partnership with
even more important role in
the Grand Rapids Public
STEM education,” said Matt
Schools,” McLogan
said.
Me Logan, vice president for This program will help to
University Relations.
benefit the teachers with
This fellowship program
a promising career and
includes many benefits for also improve the learning
STEM teachers such as a experience of the students w ho
$30,000 stipend and admission
have STEM teachers.
to a specialized GVSU-created
Charles R. Standridge,
master's program. It also director of the School of
provides necessary preparation
Engineering
at
GVSU,
in high-need urban or rural
said growth in these areas
secondary schcxds in exchange of expertise is essential.
for a three-year teaching
“The STEM fields arc seen
commitment.
as essential to the economic
GVSU will be able to select
development of Michigan,”
20 individuals to participate in
Standridge said. “Attracting
this program.
more students to these fields is
Other schools selected to thus essential.”
By Nicole Moore
GVL Staff Writer

some truth. Schwartz said
he believes any student has
the capability to be above
average.
“We are presented with
the same information, the
same lecture and probably
take similar notes, but AsianAmerican
students
tend
to utilize resources better
because they put in the time
that is needed to be earn the
perfect score,” he said.

nkharmai@ lanthorn .com

Seidman professor reveals
optimism for 2010 economy

»v

Celebrating Women
Awards nominations

The
Women’s
Commissions spring event
“Celebrating
Women
Awards Ceremony” will
be held on April 1 from
3 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. in
Kirkhof Center’s Grand
River Room. The aim of
the event is to recognize
men and women from the
GVSU community who
have made a significant
impact on the lives of
women.
The event
is co
sponsored
by
the
Women’s Center, Women
and Gender Studies and
Positive Black Women.
Each department or
organization
is
now
accepting nominations.
For a complete list of
the award and scholarship
criteria, visit the Women’s
Commission Web site at
http://www.gvsu.edu/w_
commission.

by Weaver’s article, which
shared evidence that AsianAmerican students average
higher scores in reading and
math, higher rankings and
grade point averages, a higher
share of academic awards and
higher rates of attendance
and graduation from higher
education.
“Overall, education is a
fair competition and is totally
based on effort,” Kim said.
While the myth may hold

This
fellowship
program
will
give
future
teachers
a
chance
to receive
quality
preparation Davis
in their field
of teaching.
Also, it will help improve the
students’ education who lack
math, science, engineering and
technology skills.
“To keep up with other
nations, our students need to
excel in these areas so that we
can continue to advance the
fields of math and science,” said
Karen Fonkert, a mathematics
professor at GVSU.
Fonkert and other .STEM
enthusiasts believe the addition
of STEM teachers in Michigan
schools would help to further
educate students in these
essential fields.
“This program is one of the
most exciting education stories
of 2010,” McLogan said. “Our
nation needs more science,
technology,
engineering
and math graduates, both as
practitioners in their fields and
as teachers to inspire students
toward these key careers.”
Gayle Davis, provost and
vice president for Academic
and Smdcnt Affairs, said .she
believes this award will
interest more middle and high
school students in pursuing
the
sciences,
technology,
engineering
and
math
disciplines.

nmoore® lanthorn jcom

The DeVos place is packed
as business men and women
gather with hands tucked in
their pockets politely to hear
what is in the 2010 economic
forecast.
Fronted
by
Grand
Valley State
Universiy’s
own
professor
Hari Singh
from
the
Seidman
College of
Business, Singh
theSeidman
Business Review is designed
to inform local business
owners — and anyone else
who wants to hear — what
is expected for this up-andcoming economic year.
Singh first discussed on
Friday the trends that led
to the economic recession
followed by the trends we
see now that are helping the
economy recover, such as
modest consumer spending.
Singh encouraged consumers
to “live within their means.”
“We want the economy
to grow within a sustained
manner,” Singh said.
He went on to discuss
business cbnfidence, which
is poised to rise above
50 percent for the first
time in two years. Similar

H1N1 virus retreats
By Katie Bludworth
GVL Staff Writer

Since June 2009, the H1N1
flu pandemic has hung as a
dark cloud over college and
university campuses worldwide,
threatening to shutdown schools
and quarantining mass numbers
of students.
As of Jan. 8, the Center for
Disease Control has reported
the only widespread cases of the
"swine flu* remain in Alabama.
While the threat of the H1N1
virus has dwindled drastically
since October of this past year,
vaccination is still recommended
for those who are at possible risk
as the seasonal flu season draws
closer and closer.
During the week of Dec.
23, 2009, the Food and Drug
Administration found 5 million

trends were predicted for
almost every aspect of
the still flailing economy.
Employment is expected to
increase by 0.5 percent and
exports by a hopeful 8 percent
during 2010. Alongside, the
Gross Domestic Product is
speculated to increase by 2
to 3 percent.
Singh also mentioned
health and education sectors
in West Michign will recoup
55 percent of manufacturing
jobs. Finally, he said all
indicators signal a turnaround
and modest growth in 2010.
Robert
Bach,
senior
vice president and chief
economist with Grub &
Ellis, agreed with the good
news, but also mentioned it
was not the time to sit back
lackadaisically.
“This is the first time I’ve
heard Hari (Singh) really
make a call to action,” Bach
said.
Singh said he sees the
future of West Michigan in
altemativegreen technologies
and most importantly the
college graduates.
“If (graduates) get a good
degree and leave the state,
that will be a bad thing,”
Singh said. “What we can do
to keep them here is building
an economic environment
here, so that they can raise
their families here. Simply
calling our city ‘cool' might
not do the trick.”
assittantnews @ lanthorn .com
doses of the nasal vaccine had
lost some of their potency and
recalled those doses. The Kent
County
Health
Department
received 400 of those recalled
doses, with 130 sent to health
care providers and the remaining
270 kept for the Kent County
Health Department's use. Those
270 doses are being returned to
their manufacturer.
The Grand Valley State
University Allendale Campus
Health Center still has H1N1
vaccines available for students,
faculty and staff, as well as the
dependants of faculty and staff.
These vaccines are not the recalled
nasal sprays but the injections,
still offered free of charge. The
Health Center also has seasonal
flu vaccines available on a walkin basis for $25 for students and
free for faculty, staff and their
dependants.
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Documentary in the works for Balloon Boy's dad
Steven Barbers Balloon Boy: Guilty Until Proven Innocent' to show father's concern was not scam
He’s willing to show only one brief
snippet of film, however, taken before
the launch, when the balloon was
LOS ANGELES (AP) - Once still in pieces on the Ifixir of Heene’s
Richard Heene admitted in court
Fort Collins, Colo., home and he was
that he wrongly sent authorities on explaining how he planned to put it
a wild goose chase across Colorado together. Barber said he filmed that
to save the son he thought was aloft
segment for one of the many TV show
in a runaway balloon, friends and
pitches he helped put together for
supporters seemed to
Heene over the years.
take off just about as
“I was out here for
“I was out here for
fast as that balloon.
years
trying to help
years trying to help
All except for one:
him get TV shows,” he
Steven C. Barber, a
him get TV shows.
says. “I’ve gotten him
48-year-old filmmaker
lots of pitches.”
I've gotten him lots
who says he still
Barber declined to
of pitches.”
believes Heene really
show the footage he
thought his son was in
took after the balloon
STEVEN C. BARBER
the balloon as it spun
returned
to
earth,
FILMMAKER
wildly through the
saying he worries that
skies on Oct. 15. He
if any of it is described
plans to prove it. Barber says; when
or Heene is quoted it will only make it
he releases the documentary “Balloon
harder for him while he’s in jail.
Boy: Guilty Until Proven Innocent”
Barber, whose previous films
later this year.
include the World War 11-era
Barber has known Heene for more documentary “Return to Tarawa: The
than 10 years and says he has dozens
Leon Cooper Story,” acknowledges he
of hours of film of the backyard
is announcing his plans for “Balloon
inventor pursuing one science project
Boy” just as he is beginning to promote
after another. He compiled much of another movie. His documentary,
that footage, the filmmaker says, in “Unbeaten,” on a 267-mile wheelchair
an effort to help Heene land a TV race through Alaska, is in theaters in
reality show chronicling his science
Los Angeles and New York this week
adventures.
in an effort to get consideration for an
What Heene was trying to do with
the balloon. Barber says, was solve the
world’s traffic problems by creating
a cheap, lighter-than-air vehicle that
would allow people to float over
congested freeways.
Although the idea may sound far
fetched to some, even ridiculous to
others. Barber says, Heene is a “mad
genius” with a penchant for exploring
offbeat scientific theories.
“He’s a freakin’ genius, a really
smart guy — and he’s a good guy,”
Barber, an intense ball of energy, says
of Heene as he sits in front of his
laptop computer in the breakfast nook
of his cluttered beachfront apartment
in the heart of Los Angeles’ bohemian
Venice community.
It is there that Barber is culling
through a decade’s worth of interviews
with Heene, including footage he says
he traveled to Colorado to shoot of
the balloon before its Oct. 15 launch
and footage taken afterward to get
Heene’s side of the story. He wasn’t
there on the actual day of the balloon
debacle.
By John Rogers

Associated Press Writer

Oscar at the 2011 Academy Awards.
Although he acknowledges the
“Balloon Boy” publicity can’t hurt
“Unbeaten," Barber says, he’s really
pursuing the project because he owes
it to his friend to try to right a wrong.
He adds that he doubts he’ll make
any money on the venture, claiming
investors lost a total of $200,(XX) on
his last two films.
The only documentary filmmakers
who profit, he says, are Ken Burns
and Michael Moore.
Barber is also adamant that he
didn’t pay Heene for any of the footage
he recorded, either before or after
the misadventure. Doing so would
violate the terms of Heene’s probation
and possibly land him in jail for
considerably longer than the 90 days
he is now doing after pleading guilty
to falsely influencing authorities.
Heene sent those authorities racing
across Colorado, as millions watched
on TV, when he called 911 and said he
believed his son was in the balloon.
Barber says he is certain Heene
believed what he told authorities was
true, and that as Heene himself has
said since, he only admitted in court
to lying to protect his Japanese-born
wife, Mayumi, because he feared she
might be deported. She pleaded guilty
to a lesser charge.

Authorities still aren’t buying that
explanation.
“The bottom line is he entered his
plea in court and was advised fully
by the judge and the evidence was
pretty overwhelming,” Linda Jensen,
a spokeswoman for the district
attorney’s office, told The Associated
Press on Thursday.
Larimer County
Sheriff Jim
Alderden declined to discuss Heene,
saying through a spokeswoman that
he was tired of talking about him. Last
week, however, he said the evidence
was “overwhelming” that Heene and
his wife were guilty of concocting the
Balloon Boy scenario so Heene could
realize his dream of landing a reality
TV series.
Heene’s
phone
has
been
disconnected, a family spokesman
couldn’t be located and his lawyer
declined to discuss the documentary
or Heene’s guilty plea.
“I’m not his booking agent. I’m
not his entertainment lawyer. You’d
have to talk to Richard directly on
that and he’s in the Larimer County
Jail,” Heene’s criminal lawyer, David
A. Lane, said this week.
Which for the time being leaves
pretty much just Barber to speak up
for him.

Courtesy Photo / Google Images

Canadian safe-injection site to remain open
Associated Press Writer

VANCOUVER,
British
Columbia (AP) — British
Columbia’s top court on Friday
rejected an attempt by the
Canadian government to close
North America’s first safeinjection site for drug users.

The site, where people
can inject illegal drugs with
clean needles under a nurse’s
supervision,
has
operated
since 2003 under a temporary
exemption. It was opened
as part of a harm-reduction
plan to tackle an epidemic of
HIV-A IDS and drug overdose
deaths.

The
exemption
was
scheduled to end in 2008,
but a trial court allowed it to
remain open. The Conservative
government appealed Justice
Ian Pitfield’s ruling last year
that allowed Insite, as the site
is known, a constitutional
exemption from Canadian drug
laws.

Courtesy Photo I The Canadian Press

Insite is the only place in North America that offers a place to inject illegal drugs with clean needles.

Nation / World
in Brief
GOP governor's race debate
planned for CMU

MOUNT PLEASANT,
Mich. (AP) — Central
Michigan University will
be the site of a debate
next
month
featuring
Republican candidates for
governor.
A group called Campus
Conservatives at the Mount
Pleasant university will
host the debate on Feb. 2
in Plachta Auditorium in
Warriner Hall.
Bryant Greiner is a
20-year-old junior from
Hart and president of the
Campus
Conservatives.
He tells the Morning Sun
that invitations to the
Republicancandidateswere
sent out in November.
So far, state Sen. Tom
George of Kalamazoo and
Ann Arbor businessman
Rick
Snyder
have
confirmed they will attend.
Greiner
says
U.S.
Rep. Pete Hoekstra also
is
interested, Attorney
General Mike Cox is
reviewing his schedule and
the group hasn’t yet heard
from
Oakland
County
Sheriff Mike Bouchard.
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Study: State hands down
$2B in unfunded mandates

Richard Heene, right, faces jail time for misleading a public servant when he claimed his son, left, was floating in a balloon.

By Jeremy Hainsworth

GVL DIGEST

In the May 2008 ruling,
Pitfield said Insite — operated
by the Portland Hotel Society in
conjunction with the Vancouver
Coastal Health Authority —
provided important health care
resources to addicts.
The British Columbia Court
of Appeal rejected the federal
government’s bid to overturn
the lower court’s ruling that
said Insite provided a needed
medical service.
The three-member appeals
court panel, which was split
in its ruling, said Insite is a
health facility and falls under
provincial and not federal
Canadian jurisdiction.
“Like palliative care, it is a
form of harm reduction with
benefits for both the patient
and the community,” said
Justice Carol Huddart in the
split decision. “The lure of safe
injection gets those addicts into
Insite so health care may be
delivered.”
David Thomas,a spokesman
for Health Canada, said that
while the federal government
respects the court’s decision, it is
disappointed with the outcome.

Thomas said the government
is reviewing the decision
carefully. He did not indicate
whether the government planned
to appeal to the Supreme Court
of Canada.
“Until
this
review
is
complete,
it
would
be
inappropriate to speculate on
future action on the part of the
Government of Canada,” said
Thomas.
Insite spokesman
Mark
Townsend said the ruling means
“chronic addiction is not a death
sentence.”
Insite sits in the middle
of Vancouver’s notoriously
squalid Downtown Eastside,
a neighborhood riddled with
addicts, prostitutes and people
carrying conditions such as
HIV-AIDS and hepatitis C.
Insite opened in September
2003 under the approval of the
former federal Liberal Party
government. That approval
made it exempt from drug
possession and trafficking laws.
Dr. Julio Montaner, director
of the B C. Centre for Excel lence
in HIV-AIDS, said the decision
sends a clear message that
Prime Minister Stephen Harper
should abandon “his draconian,
ideologically motivated public
health policy-making."
Montaner, who is also
president of the International
AIDS Society, said he has had
discussions with officials in
Montreal. Toronto, Victoria,
B.C., and San Francisco about
opening clinics modeled after
Insite.
“There is tremendous interest
in a number of cities around the
world based on the fact that
not only have we piloted this
initiative but the supervised
injection site is the best studied
in the world,” he said.
Insite supervises about 500
injections a day. Addicts shoot
up at 12 booths with mirrors on
the walls so nurses on a raised
platform can see them.
There haVe been abtxit 1200
overdoes since Insite opened.
No one has died.

LANSING, Mich. (AP)
—
Local governments
and school districts are
paying billions each year
in services and reporting
the state requires them to
provide, but the state isn’t
living up to its obligation
to cover the costs.
The
Legislative
Commission on Statutory
Mandates says the state
is imposing more than
$2 billion in costs a
year through unfunded
mandates. .
The
commission
recommends
passing
new laws requiring a
fiscal note to be drafted
in consultation with the
affected local government
or schools before a law can
take effect.
Money
would
then
have to be set aside to
cover any costs, with the
appropriations bill tied to
the new mandate so neither
could take effect unless
both were passed.
Demand for state gun
permits surged in '08-09

LANSING,
Mich.
(AP)
—
Applications
for concealed weapons
permits more than doubled
in Michigan in a recent
12-month period, a trend
partly caused by a timing
quirk that led to more
renewals than usual.
Michigan State Police
reported this week that
counties received more
than 73,(XX) applications to
carry concealed weapons
in the 12-month period
ending June 30. More than
66,000 of those permits
were approved.
Michigan changed its
gun permit law in 2001 so
county boards could not
deny applications except
for specific reasons such
as
felony
convictions
or mental illness. That
led to a surge in permit
applications.
Many of those who got
permits after the law wa>
changed were due to renew
their licenses last year.
Officials say stimulus saves
education jobs

LANSING, Mich. (AP)
— Jobs in public schools
continue to be the ones
saved most often by the
federal stimulus package
in Michigan.
The
state
estimates
Friday that 16,900 jobs
were supported by the
Recovery Act in the threemonth period that ended
Dec. 31. Slightly more than
half were in education.
The preliminary count
covers only jobs reported
by state agencies, including
school *
employment
supported
by
stimulus
money funneled through
the state.
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Police, FBI question
suspicious United
Airlines passenger
The incident comes as airlines and airports
have boosted security in the wake of the failed
attack on a packed Detroit-bound Northwest
Airlines flight on Christmas. A Nigerian man,
Umar Farouk Abdulmutallab, has pleaded not
guilty to charges he tried to blow up the plane
using a chemical-laden device.
Friday’s United Airlines flight was operated
by St. George, Utah-based SkyWest Inc., the
holding company for SkyWest Airlines. The
medium-sized, twin-engine Bombardier CRJ2(X) passenger plane had 11 passengers and
three crew members on board, said Marissa
Snow, a SkyWest spokesman.
UnitedAirl inesspokeswoman Sarah Massier
said there was a “disruptive passenger” on the
flight that departed from O'Hare International
Airport in Chicago. She said the flight crew
requested that law enforcement officials meet
the flight once it landed but would not provide
more details.
Cherr> Capital suspended operations for
about 30 minutes, delaying the arrival of one
plane and the departure of another by about 20
minutes, airport flight manager Ron Hubbard
said.

By John Flesher
Associated Press Writer

Courtesy Photo / mlive.com

Michigan has reduced the amount of trash dumped in its landfills, partially due to increased recycling.

Other states, Canada send
less trash to Michigan
Lower volume of trash in state translates to increased
recycling, saved space; less revenue from disposal fees
By Tim Martin
Associated Press Writer

LANSING, Mich. (AP) The amount of trash dumped
in Michigan landfills
including the volume coming
from other states and Canada
— continues to decline,
according to a state report
released Friday.
That’s good news when
it comes to saving landfill
space. But it’s bad news for
the finances of a state landfill
inspection program paid for
through disposal fees.
The overall amount of trash
dumped in Michigan landfills
— 47.8 million cubic yards
— fell by about 16 percent in
the 12-month period that ran
through September. Out-ofstate trash sent to Michigan
declined about 24 percent,
while the amount of garbage
generated by residents and
businesses within the state
dropped about 13 percent.
Trash disposal likely has

declined over the past few
years in part because of the
poor economy. People are
buying less and businesses are
producing less goods, cutting
down on the amount of waste
generated for disposal at
landfills.
Increased
recycling
plays a role, too. So does
an agreement with Canada
to lower trash exports to
Michigan.
Michigan’s
Democratic
U.S.
senators,
Debbie
Stabenow and Carl Levin,
crafted a deal with Ontario
officials in 2(X)6 aimed at
reducing the amount of
garbage coming over the
international border into the
state. Canadian trash exports
to Michigan declined nearly
16 percent last year, but still
accounted for nearly one-fifth
of all trash taken to landfills
in the state.
Trash sent to Michigan
from Illinois, Indiana and

po do

several other states also
declined.
Michigan funds its landfill
management and inspection
program through a 21-centper-ton disposal fee,the lowest
in the region. The revenue
from that fee has dropped
the past few years along with
trips to the landfill.
Proposals to raise the
dumping fee haven’t been
successful
in
the
state
Legislature. The dropping
revenue worries Jim Sygo,
interim
director of the
Michigan
Department
of
Environmental Quality.
“This continued decline
in disposal means fewer
resources available to our
department, and has serious
implications for Michigan’s
ability
to
continue
the
current level of permitting,
inspections and oversight
of solid waste management
in the state,” Sygo said in a
statement.

TRAVERSE CITY, Mich. (AP) - Police
questioned a passenger on a small commercial
plane that flew from Chicago to a northern
Michigan resort town on Friday after the crew
reported he was acting suspiciously.
Crew members aboard United Airlines
Flight 6036 said the 28-year-old California
man had taken “an article” into the bathroom
and left without it, said Traverse City Police
Capt. Steve Morgan. The crew found that a
panel inside the bathroom had been tampered
with, he said.
They requested law enforcement assistance
while approaching Cherry Capital Airport,
Morgan said.
A government official said earlier the
passenger had made a bomb threat, but Morgan
said there was no bomb threat. A bomb sniffing
dog called in to sweep the aircraft and luggage
found nothing, he said.
The passenger was questioned by local
police and the FBI but had not been arrested or
charged Friday afternoon, Morgan said.
“He’s been cooperative throughout,” he
said.
FBI spokeswoman Sandra Berchtold
in Detroit and Transportation Security
Administration spokesman James Fotenos in
the agency’s Chicago regional office said they
had no new information about the investigation
late Friday.
Passenger David Boyer, 47, a Chicago
attorney who has a home near Traverse City,
said he was seated seven rows behind the man,
who got up and went to the bathroom, stayed
about five minutes and then sat back down.
Boyer said there was no disturbance and no
reason to believe any thing was wrong until the
plane landed.
Police came aboard and t(x>k the man off
the plane. He was cooperative and didn’t put
up a struggle, Boyer said. The passengers
were then taken to the airport fire department
building where they were questioned by
authorities, he said.
“Everything’s fine. It’s just a hair-trigger
misunderstanding as far as I'm concerned.
It’s a non-event. It was a completely routine
flight,” Boyer said as he was walking toward
the terminal from the parking lot.

Courtesy Photo / AP

David Boyer was one of 11 aboard Flight 6036.
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EDITORIAL ------------------------------------------------------

Owning identity
As racial profiling becomes a national security
measure and appearance remains a factor in
most decision-making processes, even greater
care must be taken by individuals to differentiate
stereotype from identity.
From the simplest of preschool puzzles to the finer points of a doctoral
thesis, education enforces and encourages the use of various methods of
classification.
To quote an aging cliche, “A place for everything and everything in its
place.”
But when does this methodical act enter the realm of stereotyping and at
what point do stereotypes replace identity?
Everyone has been guilty of stereotyping at one time or another as the
process of associating concepts is a natural act of the human mind. While this
instinct cannot be prevented, with conscious recognition of its existence, it
can be controlled.
Although the college’s administrative manuals and student codes condemn
stereotyping, few who have walked the halls of Grand Valley State University
can argue stereotyping is not as much an issue here as it is in every other

editonal@lanthorn.com

EDITORIAL CARTOON

MARTHA sr
iQQAKLEY
MASSACHUSETTS!
^
HEY, LADIES ..
I'M HERE TO LET YOU KNOW THAT YOU
SHOULD VOTE FOR ME - I MEAN VOTE
^
FOR MARTHA COAKLEY..

GVL / Jacob Bowtn

YOUR INSIGHTS

How have you been stereotyped?

community around the world.
No number of university-sponsored lectures or events can eliminate the
discriminatory cycle perpetuated by the words and actions of faculty, staff and
students on the campus itself.
With every derogatory nickname used between members of the same
group, the individual identities of those members become ever more
entrenched in stereotype.
Stereotyping poses no threat so long as it is recognized for what it is, a
generalization made on opinion rather than fact. However, when the words
and actions of individuals enforce the opinions formed by others, those
individuals surrender control of their own identity.
Identity is a precious commodity in the Internet age and one which should
be protected to the greatest possible extent.
Stereotypes can be applied to thousands whose characteristics classify
them in a certain group, whereas an identity belongs to one person and one
person alone.
Especially on a college campus, where one can often become reduced to
no more than a number on an I.D. card, individuality should be sought after
and respected.
Stereotypes can contribute to one’s identity, but it is the responsibility of

"I've been
stereotyped as a
hipster because 1
have piercings and
thick glasses, and
I'm a vegetarian."

"People think
that because I'm
tall that 1 play
basketball, not to
mention the black
thing."

"1 always get
people that think
I'm really good at
math. Honestly, I'm
not bad, but they
shouldn't assume
that."

"1 joined a Latinabased sorority so a
lot of people have
stereotyped me
and questioned me
on why, since I'm
white."

"1 went to Grand
Rapids Public,
and everyone is
surprised that 1
went to college
and surprised that
I'm not married or
pregnant."

Amanda Williams

Devon Redmond

Jennifer Spiller

Cierra Morgan

Madeline Aguillon

Sophomore
Film & Video
Ortonville, Mich.

Senior
Music
Detroit, Mich.

Junior
Liberal Studies
Grand Rapids, Mich.

Sophomore
Nursing Major
Livonia, Mich.

Sophomore
International
Business Major
Grand Rapids, Mich.

each individual to ensure he or she is not defined by them.

LETT ER TO THE EDITOR
LETTER TO THE EDITOR-------------------------------

Technology increases communication
After reading the “Tech diet” editorial
in the last week’s issue of the l^anthom, I
felt compelled to write a response. While
everyone is entitled to their own opinions,
I felt the author was rather uninformed,
relying more on buzz words rather than
a solid understanding of technology and
its various applications. In fact, the only
aspect I personally found applicable
was the need to still maintain, in person,
face-to-face contact to some degree
and not entirely relying on electronic
communication. This being said however,
technology has tremendously increased
communication capabilities, allowing
both verbal and video communication
between individuals all across the world.
If truly utilized, one has the ability to
meet and engage individuals all over the
world, gaining a more global perspective
of the world in which we live.
The internet is an incredible resource,
which encompasses more information

than one will ever find in any library or
book. In the near future, the expensive
college text Lxxik will likely disappear,
for cheaper electronic versions. One can
obtain information via the internet they
likely otherwise would not be able to.
Technology has and will continue to
change the world in great ways never
before thought of, educating more people
and helping to cure once thought to
be incurable diseases. Our world does
have great potential. This potential can
be maximized by technology and its
continued development. It allows for
a much more informed majority, with
more vocal outlets than ever. Knowledge
is a good thing and one can gain a
tremendous amount of knowledge from
the utilization of technology such as the
internet.
Scott Feil
GVSU student
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New library costs, plans overshadow needed improvements
Last year I sent a
letter to the Lanthorn
with my opinions on
this proposed library.
It appears to me this
paper does not wish to
consider a critical stance
on the construction of
this library, as I have
not read anything but
blind agreement to this
ongoing fund raising
fiasco for a building
long away from
breaking ground.
I know I may not be
the most popular person
for my opinion, but
aren’t we asking a little
much for a new library
facility to be requesting
even $10 million from a
bankrupt government in
a deficit-spending state,
at a time when so much
else at GVSU needs
financial assistance?
I can understand
that GVSU has been
woefully underfunded
by the state’, however
this is certainly not
the time to be asking
for this money, what

with several thousand
of GVSU’s own who
would love a cut of
that $10 million for
themselves to recuperate
the promise tuition they
lost this year.
I’ve seen the
conceptual art of the
new library building,
and while it looks
spectacular, it also
looks like a spectacular
waste of space, with
tall overhangs and
decorative wraparound
trim meant to, what
I feel, flaunt the
anticipated $70 million
budget.
Just by the fact
the building’s entire
shell will be made out
of “floor-to-ceiling
windows”, as it
appears, and that one
end of the building
will rest, artfully on a
long cement wall just
above the ground floor,
allowing visitors to
pass under an elevated
second story, seems to
be too haughty simply

No: 52%

This week s question:

Vote online at

Is prejudice and stereotyping a
problem at GVSU?
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GVL OPINION POLICY
The ultimate goal of the Grand Valley
lanthorn opinion page is to stimulate
discussion and action on topics of interest
to the Grand Valley Community.
• Student opinions do not reflect those of
the Grand Valley l^anthom.
The Grand Valley I.anthom welcomes
reader viewpoints and offers three vehicles
of expression for reader opinions: letters
to the editor, guest columns and phone
responses.
I setters must include the author’s name
and be accompanied by current picture
identification if dropped off in person,
letters will be checked by an employee of
the Grand Valley l^rnthom
letters appear as space permits each

issue. Itie limit for letter length is one
page, single spaced.
The editor reserves the right to edit and
condense letters and columns for length
restrictions and clarity.
All letters must be typed.
The Grand Valley I^nthom will not be
held responsible for errors that appear in
print as a result of transcribing handwritten
letters ore-mail typographic errors.
The name of the author may be withheld
for compelling reasons.
The
content,
information
and
views expressed are not approved by
nor necessarily represent those of the
university, its Board of Trustees, officers,
faculty and staff.

Will Burgess
GVSU senior

Haiti - when to give, when to not

Should GVSU become a Division I
school?

48%

suffice with a more
modest, per-student
spatial availability.
I am aware,
according to an older
Grand Rapids Press
article that it was the
goal of the University to
raise some $90 million
in funds for overall
campus improvements,
but maybe some of that
money can be scraped
off and saved from the
library project for other
campus needs (reducing
class sizes through
building additions for ,
example).
It is time for the
University to show
that it can live within
its means, and the way
we can do that, among;
other projects, is by
building our next library
with just the needed
essentials, and not the
fancy accouterments ,
like a cafe or modem-qrt
design concepts.

GVL STUDENT OPINION

Valley Vote

Yes:

for a place to store
books and to study.
GVSU has many
less-than-beautiful
buildings that serve
very practical purposes.
I think the University
can stand to build
another new building
in the tradition of the
Kirkhof Center. Brown
brick and glass made a
very attractive-looking
building, which likely
did not blow the budget.
In addition, while
the 40 square feet of
study space per student
mentioned in an older
article from February
2009 sounds inviting,
I am not stingy. I am
able to manage just fine
with the library space
we have now - without
bumping my neighbor’s
shoulders - save for
some computer and
print station peak hour
demands.
I think, even if the
University were to grow
more in the coming
years, we could still

The roar from the rumbling
earthquake in Haiti has echoed in
the news and across Grand Valley
State University’s campuses all
week and has reminded me of the
resounding pressure felt by the
American people to come to the aid
of any country in substantial need
of assistance.
An article online from the
Associated Press, “Haiti: Where
will all the money go?’ by Sharon
Theimer, states, “President
Barack Obama promised at least
$100 million in earthquake aid.
That comes on top of substantial
spending by the United States in
Haiti in recent years for economic
development... ”
My question is, how can we
send $I(X) million dollars in aid to
Haiti but force students to pay back
the Michigan Promise scholarship?
Why arc senators suggesting an
annual foreign assistance budget
specifically for Haiti and ignoring
the problems and frustrations of our
own people?

It isn’t right and it is not
acceptable.
Much of the U.S. government’s
aid to Haiti comes through
the Agency for International
Development, which has provided
at least $8(X) million from budget
years 2(X)4 through 2(X)8, agency
figures show.
How is it possible that the U.S.
has sent more than $8(X) million to
the government of Haiti since 2(X)4
and yet the quality of living for the
Haitian people has not improved?
Treating others how you would
like to be treated is a basic universal
principle instilled in all races, creeds
and religions, and the ability to care
about people that you've never met
is one of the most commendable
aspects of humanity.
Guilt is another universal part
of the human existence that at
some point or other in your life
will be unavoidable. Some people
feel guilty about not being able to
send money to aid impoverished
countries such as Haiti while others
feel guilty about — for whatever
reason — not wanting to send
money at all.
I believe there are two reasons
people are hesitant to send aid to
Haiti: they’re afraid the government
will suck up their money and it will

never reach the people of Haiti and
because they’re angry the American
government can Like care of
everyone else but their own.
There arc three things that
*
haven’t changed in the past decade
at least — Haiti was a ptxir country
before the earthquake, it will remain
such until its government begins <
to function in a way that directly
benefits the people of Haiti, and the
U.S. and other countries are still
sending money to Haiti that is not*
being used as it should.
Governments have a
responsibility to take care of the '
needs of their own people first.
The people of Haiti do need
outside help, but Haiti should
receive the most help and support
from their own government . The
Haitian government needs to mak£
a real effort and use some of the
billions of dollars sent to them to ;
actually rebuild their country.
I'm not against aiding anyone ’
in need, but I am against my
government ignoring the needs of i
my own people to help someone •
else. I believe we can have both, hut
it will take the Haitian govemmenl
meeting us more than halfway in j
addition to more help from other j
wealthy countries.

navery@ lanthorn .com
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March honors King’s life, mission
Silent walk across campus will commemorate landmarks in King’s life, remind students of struggle for civil rights
attending the march will expand
and grow and see something that
GVL Staff Writer
has never touched them before,
Martin Luther King Jr. marched
allowing them to have a different
across the United States to achieve outlook on things,” Springer said.
basic equalities for all U.S.
King’s marches started as a way
citizens.
to secure civil rights in the U.S.
Today, Grand Valley State
His famous March on Washington
University joins in a national day - at which King delivered his "I
of remembrance with a Martin
have a dream” speech - stands as
Luther King Jr. Day celebration.
the model after which the silent
An annual silent march at
marches take place today.
1:45 p.m. will lead students
“The silence of the march is a
across campus from the steps of good thing,” said Kim Greenlees,
Zumberge Library to the bleachers GVSU criminal justice major. “If it
in the Fieldhouse Arena. Speaker wasn’t for him, we wouldn’t have
Randal D. Pinkett will give the
come as far as we
keynote address at
did with equality.
“Dr. King marched
2:15 p.m.
Now it’s in our
for America — not
Participants
hands to carry on
will honor those
just for black people,
what he started
who gave up their
and to keep his
brown people, white
lives and struggled
mission going and
people...”
for
the
rights
demand
equality
entitled to U.S.
ARNIE
for everyone.”
citizens through the
SMITH ALEXANDER
Silence during
Constitution.
ADVISER OF FIRST GV MARCH
the
march
will
. “MLK marched
allow participants
for everyday life
to reflect on the meaning of the
situations - for everyone to be able
march.
to work in the same place, to use
“I came to Michigan on the
the same restrooms, to be able to
back of the bus, and I grew up in
eat in the same restaurants,” said a segregated society,” said Arnie
Bobby Springer, associate director Smith-Alexander, adviser and
of the Office of Multicultural
adult organizer of the first march
Affairs.
on GVSU’s campus in the ‘80s.
Students will read signs posted
The celebration will also feature
along the march path, highlighting
the first King complimentary
key situations in King’s life - breakfast at 8:45 a m. in the Grand
education, marriage, achievements
River Room of Kirkhof Center
and other events.
and in the Loosemore Auditorium
“Hopefully all the people
By Maya Soter

GVL Archive

Students walk in the annual Martin Luther King Day march. Signs along the route mark significant events in King's life.

of the DeVos Center.
In previous years, the university
has hosted a luncheon with around
100 to 125 students in attendance.
Springer added the attendance
goal for today’s breakfast is 500 to

6(X) attendees.
“We are one America,” SmithAlexander
said.
“Dr.
King
marched for America — not just
for black people, brown people,
white people — he marched for all

people.”
GVSU will also host a live Web
cast of the day’s events on its Web
site for those who cannot attend
the celebration.

msoter@ lanthorn .com

am Grand Valley’
program to honor more
than 850 nominees
‘I

jCampus Leadership Week encourages student leadership
by recognizing those who ‘inspire others to action ’
action.
“Leadership
comes
in
GVL Laker Life Editor
different forms,” said Laura
' Another batch of “I am Stevens, Laker Leadership
Grand Valley” T-shirts will
staff assistant. “This week is
enter the campus population
a way to showcase student
this week as the Office of leaders.”
Student Life nods toward
The Office of Student
student nominees.
Life puts on a week of events
Leadership
recognition
with Ornicron Delta Kappa
program “I am Grand Valley”
National Leadership Honors
enters
its
seventh
year Society. The events represent
honoring student leaders:
the Five Phases of Campus
student employees, leaders in
Life: scholarship; athletics;
Student organizations, resident community service; social
assistants and others.
and religious
The Office
activities; and
“Leadership comes
of
Student
journal
ism,
in different forms.
''Life rewards
speech, mass
their
efforts
This week is a
media and the
with “I am
creative
and
way to showcase
Grand Valley”
performing
student leaders.”
T-shirts
and
arts.
LAURA STEVENS
certificates at
Junior
LAKER LEADERSHIP STAFF
a reception on
Rachel
ASSISTANT
Jan. 20.
Powers, . vice
,• T
o
president
of
nominate a student leader, student service organization
"students and faculty fill out a Circle K International, said
short form with the nominee’s receiving an “I am Grand
pame and the reason the
Valley” nomination makes
-person deserves recognition.
her feel appreciated.
All undergraduate students
“I
don’t
look
for
enrolled in both fall and spring
recognition, but it’s nice,” she
semesters are eligible for the said.
honor.
Powers said other club
r The Office of Student members nominated her for
Life caps the number of “I Am Grand Valley” because
nominees at I .(XX). though the
she took initiative in Circle
department has not yet had to
K’s Christmas in a Shoebox.
fum away any entrees.
“I contacted dentists to get
The recognition program donations for the community
began in the 2(X)3-04 school
service project,’’she said. “I got
year. When student leaders toothbrushes and toothpaste
wear their T-shirts, the
for 100 shoeboxes.”
students inspire others to take
Circle K members wrapped
By Susie Skowronek

•

Courtesy Photo / GVSU

"I am Grand Valley” will recognize more than 850 student leaders
♦

♦ ♦ ♦

the shoeboxes in Christmas
paper and sent them to Grand
Rapids organization Degage
Ministries.
While Powers is happy to
receive the nomination from
her club, she said student
leaders do not necessarily
need to hold positions in
student organizations.
“Leadership
is
seeing
something that needs to get
done and just doing it,” she
added. “Leaders do not wait
for other people to start but
take initiative themselves.”
Powers is one of more
than 850 student leaders
recognized during Campus
Leadership Week.
In addition to the “I am
Grand Valley” recognition
reception,Campus leadership
Week offers events every day
this week.
Stevens
said
she
recommends students attend
“Building
Our
Future:
Leadership Fellows” at the
Hauenstein Center from 1:30
p.m. to 4 p.m. on Tuesday
in the Thomapple R(x>m of
Kirkhof Center.
At this event, leadership
fellows will give presentations
on how holding leadership
positions has affected their
lives.
Stevens said she also
recommends
the
Student
Networking Reception from 5
p.m. to 6:30 p.m. on Tuesday
in the Thomapple R<x)m of
Kirkhof Center.
“Students can find ways
to collaborate and create co
sponsorships,” Stevens said.
“Participants will explore new
relationships.”
Both individual students
and representatives of student
organizations, living centers
and campus departments can
attend.
“We held a networking
reception last fall, and it
turned out well” Stevens
added. “Students were able to
learn how to connect.”
The Office of Student Life
requests business casual attire
at the event and an RSVP
at
http://www.gvsu.edu/
leadership.

lakerlife@ lanthorn .com
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Student Erica Cesarz signs up for rock climbing classes during last year's Health and Wellness Expo.

Annual fitness, wellness
expo to promote healthy
habits on campus
The Health and Wellness Center, the
YMCA,
the Counseling Center, Pre-Dental
GVL Staff Writer
Club, Campus Recreation, Student Nurses
People often resolve to drop holiday
Association and other organizations will
weight in the new year. In January, the answer questions, provide information and
Recreation Center fills with students who give away prizes.
hope to slim down before spring break.
“A healthy community is very important,”
To encourage continued use of fitness said sophomore exercise science major Nicole
facilities, Campus Recreation will host
Molaro. “We as students are the
the sixth annual Fitness and
future, and we have so much
“We as students
Wellness Expo from 11 a.m.
potential. To have the power to
to 1:30 p.m. on Wednesday in
are the future,
educate through teaching and
Kirkhof Center’s Grand River
doing is something we all need
and we have so
Room.
to take initiative on.”
much potential.”
As Campus Recreation's
Organizations will offer
signature event, the expo boasts
demonstrations,
including
free food, free massages and
Capoeira, a Brazilian artistic
NICOLE
MOLARO
prize drawings for fitness tools:
self-defense technique, and
GVSU SOPHOMORE
an iPod, a group exercise pass
TurboKick, a fitness class that
and a massage gift certificate.
mixes kickboxing, boxing and
“We want toexpose the campus community
hip-hop dance.
to what fitness and wellness resources are
Meijer Healthy Living dietitian Shari
available to them either right here on campus
Steinbach will offer a nutrition workshop,
or in the local area,” said Amy Campbell, which will provide participants with healthy
assistant director of Wellness for Campus snack options and recipes to cook nutritious
Recreation.
meals at home.
Local businesses, campus departments
“As an exercise science major, fitness
and student organizations will provide
is very important to me and the career I’m
information tables focused on nutrition and
pursuing,” said sophomore Cody Smith.
fitness.
“Fitness is something that must be maintained
“This event provides a great opportunity to far beyond high school physical education
learn something new to benefit an individual’s classes.”
health and well-being," Campbell said.
tRershon @ lanthorn £om
By Tracy Gershon

Prize packages;

11 a.m. doors open ♦
11:15 am. Zumba demonstration
11:45 a m. TurboKick demonstration
12:15 p.m Belly Dancing demonstration
"How to Bag Better Nutrition" with Meijer
Healthy Living manager Shari Steinbach
1 p.m. Capoeira Mandinga demonstration

Heart rate monitor, sport pack, massage gift
certificate
Group exercise pass, massage gift certificate,
stability ball
iPod, climbing center gift certificate, sport
pack
iPod, group exercise pass, Campus Rec T-shirt,
stability ball
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Georgio’s Pizza serves gourmet pies at
student prices in new Grand Rapids locale
Popular East Lansing restaurant moves onto Ionia Avenue, offers downtown patrons fresh tastes at reasonable prices
By Lauren Fitch
GVL Managing Editor

Pizza is a staple for most college students,
but after awhile the mass-produced pepperoni
and cheese variety can become a little
unappetizing. Enter Georgio’s Gourmet Pizza.
Located at 15 Ionia Ave. SW Ste. 140,
Georgio’s Pizza is one of the many dining
options available in downtown Grand
Rapids, just minutes from Grand Valley State
University’s Pew Campus.
Georgio’s Pizza is anything but the usual
pizza parlor with more than 50 topping
varieties available for sale by the slice. After
the restaurant’s success at Michigan
Stater.r
'*
° n nor

University in East Lansing, the latest branch
opened in Grand Rapids about a month ago.
Co-owner Steve Millman said the restaurant
has already received good feedback.
“Pizza is a comfort, study food that is
appealing to college students,” Millman said.
“We aim to please everybody and make sure
everyone is 100 percent satisfied.”
One way family-owned Georgio’s Pizza
targets college students is with its late-night
hours as well as delivery service and catering.
Georgio’s Pizza is open from II a.m. to 10
p.m. Sunday through Tuesday and 11 a.m. to 3
a.m. Wednesday through Saturday.
The prices also make it student-budget
M.T

friendly, with individual 9.5 inch slices ranging stuffed meat lovers.
from $2.50 to $4.25, each depending on the
Georgio’s Pizza also offers lasagna, mac ‘n’
cheeseandnachopizzaforthe more adventurous
variety of toppings.
customers in addition to the
“The pizza is gourmet
Pizza is a comfort,
traditional pepperoni, cheese
because of the way it’s crafted
study food that
or mushroom.
and the time and ingredients
If pizza does not fit the bill,
put in to it.” Millman said. “But
is appealing to
numerous other restaurants
we don't have gourmet prices.
college students.
are available within a couple
Economically, it’s good for
We aim to please
blocks of the mile-long route
college students.”
from GVSU to Georgio’s
A complete menu listing all
everybody...”
50 gourmet topping options
Pizza.
'
STEVE MILLMAN
will be available on Georgio’s
For more information about
GEORGIO’S PIZZA
Pizza’s
soon-to-completed
Georgio’s Pizza, call (616)
CO-OWNER
Web
site,
http://www.
356-4600.
georgiosgourmetpizza.com. Millman said
To look up reviews on other downtown
some of the most popular combinations include dining options, visit http://www.gmow.com.
managingeditor@ lanthorn .com
potato?hnd bacon, buffalo spicy chicken and
Gourmet Pizzas
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Courtesy Menu I Georgio’s Pizza
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Georgio’s Gourmet Pizza offers more than 50 topping varieties available for sale by the slice.
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Georgio’s is a popular East Lansing restaurant.
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Georgio’s offers a variety of homemade pies
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The new Georgio’s Gourmet Pizza in Grand Rapids is located at 15 Ionia SW, east of Van Andel Arena
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GVL DIGEST
Sports in Brief

Lakers take crucial road victories
Men’s basketball sits at top of conference
with University of Findlay after weekend wins

NCAA to cut back on
scheduled games
As part of its "life in the Balance*
initiative, the NCAA has adopted a plan
that will scale back the level of active
participation required in Division II athletics.
The movement will delay the start of football
practkfes and reduce the number of games
played by basketball, baseball and other
teams on both the men's and women's
side Seen as a measure to both ease the
strain on Division II athletes and cut back
o(j overall Co$ts, the plan will take effect
in August of this year. Grand Valley State
University's men's and women's basketball
tparrfe Currently play 22 scheduled
c6hfefence games in addition to five nonqdnference games. Saturday marked each
tparp's fifth game in 10 days.
Nuniivif, ,viv
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Check out "The Lakers
Sideline Report" on
Lanthorn.com where
Justin Hoff takes you
on and off the field
with your favorite GVSU
athletes and talks Laker
sports with GVL staff
writers.

But the Dragons were never able
to
take
the lead. The Lakers got key
GVL Senior Reporter
baskets from Ringler, as well as
With the help of improved play on
sophomore guard Wes Trammell,
the defensive end, the Grand Valley
to put them back up by eight points
State University men’s basketball
with a little more than seven minutes
team picked up two road wins
remaining. Despite shooting 36
over Ashland University and Tiffin
percent in the second half, the Lakers
University this past weekend. The
made 7-of-15 in 3-point attempts for
Lakers (12-3, 8-2 GLIAC) extended
the game.
their winning streak to eight games
Ringler said he knew Tiffin (1and moved atop the conference
14, 0-10 GLIAC) was a struggling
standings with the University of team, but prepared for the game just
Findlay.
like any other.
In
Thursday’s
matchup
at
“It’s one of those games where
Ashland, the Lakers
you almost have to
used a strong allmake sure you’re
“We came out
around effort to down
even more ready for,”
from start to finish
the Eagles 69-53. The
he said. “If you have
team shot 56 percent
and were strong
any lapses, they’re
from the field while
one of those teams
defensively and in a
its defense held the
where if you’re in a
rhythm offensively.”
Eagles to 36 percent
funk, it can be like
shooting. The 53
the snowball effect
RIC WESLEY
total points Ashland
and you won’t play
GVSU HEAD COACH
finished with fell 19
as well.”
points short of the
Wesley said he
team’s season average.
was impressed with his team’s
GVSU head coach Ric Wesley
focus heading into each game this
called the win one of the team’s best weekend.
performances all season.
“They’re paying attention to film,
“We came out from start to finish
scouting reports and to any other
and were strong defensively and in
type of details,’’ he said. “Our older
a rhythm offensively,” he said. “We guys are setting the tone and are now
kind of caught them at a bad time
understanding what it takes to be
considering they were on a bit of a
successful at this level.”
hot streak, but yet our energy and
GVSU will continue its road trip
competitive spirit was tremendous.”
on Thursday night at Northwood
The Lakers handed the Eagles
University. The Lakers will wrap up
their first home loss of the season.
the trip with a game against Wayne
“It was a huge win for our group,”
State University on Saturday.
GVL / Mark Andrus
said junior guard Justin Ringler.
jf>reenleaf@ lanthorn .com GVSU junior K'Len Morris shoots a free throw. GVSU beat Ashland and Tiffin.
“We’re a younger team who hasn’t
really established ourselves on the
road yet, so it was great to go there
3-point goals — GVSU 7-15 (K'Len Morris 3-5;
and beat them.”
Grand Valley State vs Tiffin
The Laker reserves outscored the
Wes Trammell 2-4; Breland Hogan 1-3; Tony
Eagle reserves by a 24-10 margin.
1/16/10 3 p.m. at Tiffin, Ohio
Peters 1-2; Toreau Brown 0-1),
“As a unit, we’re going to keep
Tiffin 6-18 (Brian Scott 4-5; Mike Hammonds 1-1;
growing,” said sophomore guard
Keenan Barlow 1-4; Austin Smith 0-2;
Alvin Storrs, who finished with 10
GVSU 63, TIFFIN 54
DeAngelo Jordan 0-6)
points off of the bench. “We try to
GVSU (12-3, 8-2)
come in and do as much as we can
Fouled out — GVSU-None,
to try to put other teams on their
Tiffin-Keenan Barlow
heels.”
Rebounds — GVSU 36 (Toreau Brown 8),
On Saturday, the Lakers knocked
GVSU.
Tiffin
30 (DeAngelo Jordan 8)
off Tiffin 63-54. With the score
Tiffin..
Assists — GVSU 16 (Justin Ringler 6),
deadlocked at 22-22 with 6:01 left
in the first half, the Lakers went on a
Tiffin 8 (Travis Spahr 2; DeAngelo Jordan 2;
Justin Ringler 5-12 0-1 10; Wes Trammell 3-6 2-4 10;
13-0 run to take a 35-22 lead.
Brian Scott 2)
K'Len Morris 3-5 0-0 9; Tony Peters 3-6 1-1 8; Toreau
At halftime the Lakers led 35-25,
Total fouls — GVSU 14, Tiffin 19
Brown 1-7 4-6 6; Mike Przydzial 3-4 0-0 6; Breland
but the last-place Dragons refused to
Technical fouls — GVSU-None,
Hogan 2-4 0-0 5; Alvin Storrs 2-5 1-2 5; Nick Carreri
quit. Tiffin went on a 12-3 run to cut
Tiffin-None
1-3 0-0 2; Nick West 1-2 0-0 2. Totals 24-54 8-14 63.
the lead to 38-37 with 14:44 left in
regulation.
By Jared Greenleaf

Dodgeball perfects ‘gorilla grip’

i
i

an open palm, then digging them into
the inflated ball until the rubber folds
GVL Staff Writer
over enough to form a fist.
Spend an hour watching the Grand
“If you practice, you’ll get it,” said
Valley State University dodgeball team
freshman Ryan Abrahamson. “The first
practice, and you will have no choice day I was throwing (with the Gorilla
but to give them what they deserve - Grip), I was hitting the clock (about 20
respect.
feet above the floor).”
“Everyone thinks it’s a joke,” said
Abrahamson, practicing with tape
captain Jim Stokes, a junior mechanical
wrapped around the third and fourth
engineering major. “Everyone, except
finger on his right hand, was a starting
people in dodgeball.”
pitcher at Wyoming Rogers High
Participants, and anyone attending School. He commanded five pitches
a scrimmage without his head on a and wields a fast ball that topped off at
swivel, are liable to end up with a face a speed in the low 80s.
full of rubber at any time during the
Even he said nothing compares to
practice. The leakers play a fast-paced
the Gorilla Grip in dodgeball.
game that serves to confuse and exhaust
Stokes showed him the form, but he
their opponents.
rarely uses it himself.
Practices, held three times per week,
“My fingers can’t take it anymore,”
are organized chaos.
Stokes,
who
“We do what's
The GVSU club
developed his own
team, comprised of
called the Gorilla
technique, a modified
more than 50 members,
pinch-throw,
said.
Grip.
It'll
add
10-15
huddles and counts
“My throw is a little
off, splitting into two
mph to your
unnatural because I
squads. Ten balls are
throw a knuckle ball,
throw... ”
lined up across the
which I haven’t seen
center of a basketball
JIM STOKES
anywhere else. I don’t
court. The athletes
GVSU JUNIOR
know how I do it.”
charge, and red rubber
While
a
ball
balls begin flying in all
thrown with a Gorilla
directions at speeds that can exceed 70 Grip dives down and left similar to a
mph.
curveball, a Stokes throw rises and
Stokes, who ran track, cross country drifts to the right. While the Gorilla
and played as a wide receiver for Grip is thrown off the finger tips,
his high school football team, calls the pinch-throw relies on the thumb
out strategies and coaches the newer gouging tightly into the ball.
players on proper technique.
The technique of senior Denise
“We do what’s called the Gorilla Lijewski draws in influences from yet
Grip,” he said. “It’ll add 10-15 mph to another sport. Lijewski, one of five full
your throw, and it’ll give a lot of break
time female members on the squad,
to it ”
said her underhand motion adds speed
Think clinching your fingers with
By Grant Wieman

GLIAC Standings
• *

Men's Basketball Conf.
North Division
Grand Valley St.
8-2
Saginaw Valley
7-3
Lake Superior St.
7-3
6-4
Ferris St.
Northern Michigan 4-6
3-7
Michigan Tech
South Division
Findlay
Wayne St.
Ashland
Northwood
Hillsdale
Tiffin

c

r

r
r

r

i*

8-2
6-4
4-6
4-6
3-7
0-10

Ovr.
12-3
10-5
9-6
8-7
7-7
4-11

12-3
8-6
8-7
7-7
3-11
1-14

I*
r

V.

Women's Basketball Conf. Ovr.
North Division
Michigan Tech
9-1 14-1
9-1 12-3
Grand Valley St.
Northern Michigan
7-3 10-5
6-4
9-5
L.ake Superior St.
4-6 5-10
Ferris St.
Saginaw Valley
2-8 4-11
South Division
Findlay
Hillsdale
Ashland
Northwood
Tiffin
Wayne St.

7-3
6-4
4-6
3-7
2-8
1-9

12-3
6-8
7-7
7-7
5-10
3-12

Courtesy www.gliac.org
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and control to her throw.
“I used to be a softball pitcher for
about 15 years, so I might as well
incorporate it,” she said. “Being on the
mound, I would have to have quick
reflexes right off the bat to make sure I
didn’t get nailed with a line drive. I still
play summer softball. I’m still throwing
all year round.”
Regularly throwing in such violent
motions has very severe ramifications.
Keeping the throwing arm in shape
comes in second only to catching, in
terms of importance on the dodgeball
court, Stokes said.
“When you’re a freshman — when
you first start dodgeball — your arm
hurts bad,” he said. “I would wake up
in the middle of the night crying. But
once your arm gets acclimated to it,
there’s no problem.”
Sore arms and broken fingers,
however, are not the only problem

for the 4-0 Lakers, who compete in
the National Collegiate Dodgeball
Association.
GVSU
formerly
dominated the league, but several
schools have recently made strides in
closing the gap. Stokes said he loves
the competitiveness about dodgeball
more than anything.
“In the past, we’ve told other teams,
‘Yeah, we run five miles a day,’ but
really, we just play a hard game,” he
said, “We’ll do catching drills, we’ll
practice throwing as a team. Little things
like that can make a big difference.”

sports @ lanthorn .com

See more: Visit

Lanthorn.com for a
video of dodgeball
team practice.

GVL Archive

The GVSU dodgeball team practices three times a week to perfect their throws
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Tracksters learn from alumni at Mike Lints Open
Decade after program’s first conference win, team alums return to support current athletes
By Aaron Brandt
GVL Staff Writer

The Mike Lints Alumni Open
afforded an opportunity for the Grand
Valley State University indoor track
and field team to look back on the past,
focus on the present and prepare for the
future.
. The event, held in the Laker Turf
Building this past Friday,commemorated
former G VSU student athlete and coach
Mike Lints.
• “Mike was a student athlete at
GVSU who coached with me my first
two years here, and he was killed in a
car accident,” said GVSU head coach
Jerry Baltes. “He really meant a lot to
Our program, so the meet is named after
l)im, and we have an award named after
him for the two people who give the
most in our program.”
• This year also marks the 10-year
anniversary of the program’s 1999-2000
GL1AC championship team, the first
conference winner in school history.
• “That was my first year here at
GVSU,” Baltes said. “It was just great
to have alumni back; I think we had 50
or 60 hanging out, and a lot of them
have kids, so it’s really nice to see.”
This year’s team used the meet as
a training session in preparation for
meets later in the season, very similar to

its approach to the Laker Flarly Bird in
with their respective first- and secondthe weekend prior. Subsequently, many
place finishes. Senior' Candice Wheat
athletes participated in odd events for qualified in the hurdles, as well as
the second week in a row.
sophomore Jocelyn Kuksa in the pole
“When we run other events, it helps
vault. Senior Maegan Doyen also took
us prepare for our regular ones,” said
first place in the high jump with a Laker
sophomore hurdler Jade Hull. “If I run Turf Building record jump of 5 feet,
the (4x400 meter relay), it will help me 07.75 inches.
to push myself through in the hurdles.
Overall, Baltes said he was pleased
Doing other events, like training up
with the way his team performed.
and down (distances) will improve our
“We had some positive things today,
individual events and get us stronger.”
and we are being patient with kids
This type of training has already
that are dinged up and whatnot and
yielded positive results,
progressing as needed,”
“(Mike Lints) really
said sophomore sprinter
he said. “This time of
Xavier Parnell.
meant a lot to our
year we try to work on
“If you see where we
the weaknesses in our
program, so the
started from and you see
running events, whether
meet is named after
where we are now, it’s
it’s blocks or getting the
a steady progression,”
short sprinters stronger
him, and we have an
he said. “We’ve been
by
running
longer
award named after
doing a lot of lifting
events.”
him.”
and speed development
In
next
Friday’s
to improve our strength
Bob Eubanks Open,
JERRY BALTES
and turnover. I can’t
Baltes said he plans on
GVSU HEAD COACH
complain about where
gradually working more
we are at right now.”
athletes into their normal events.
Several individuals managed to come
“We are just sort of bouncing kids
up with provisionally qualifying marks, around because really, the first two
including sophomore Matt Armstrong
meets we are training and working on
weaknesses as we prep for later in the
in the shot put for the men’s team.
season,” Baltes said.
For the women, junior Lauren
Buresh and freshman Sam Lockhart
abrandt@ lanthorn .com
provisionally qualified in the shot put

GVL I Eric Coulter

Jade Kull, sophomore, placed second in the 60 meter hurdles Friday.
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GVSU's Travis Fisher prepares to vault in Friday's indoor meet.
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College Student? Recent Grad?
We have the perfect apartment for you!
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The Lakers surround an opponent during a previous game.
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Star players step up,
carry team to victory
‘

1

J

By Emanuel Johnson
GVL Sports Editor

Throughout much of the
season, the Grand Valley
State University women’s
basketball team has relied
on its versatility and depth to
help it out of tight situations.
That, however, was not the
case in this past weekend’s
matchups. In a 72-50 blowout
over
Ashland
University
and a 75-66 win over Tiffin
University, the Lakers put the
brunt of the load on the backs
of just a few players.
Against Tiffin, sophomore
guard Emma Veach lead the
Laker offensive charge with
20 points and six rebounds.
“Things just kind of fell
into place that way,” she
said. “They had some smaller
guards playing on me, so I was
able to get inside a lot more.
Things worked out well.”
Veach was not alone.
Sophomore
point
guard
Jasmine Padin added 18
points and three steals while
freshman center Alex Stelfox
chipped in with 14 points.
The three Lakers combined
for almost 70 percent of the
team’s total points.
“It’s a really big thing
when you have a team
where anyone can step up at
anytime,” Padin said. “There’s
no one individual on the team
that needs to score 25 points
in a game for us to win, but
its good to know that we have
people that can carry the team
when we’re in a slump.”
While it was not the
best game the Lakers (123, 9-1 GL1AC) have played
this season, GVSU head
coach Janel Burgess said it
was encouraging to, see her
returning players step up
when the team needed them.
“We saw a look of
determination in Emma and
Jasmine’s eyes that we hadn’t
seen in a while,” she said.
“As a team we got defensive
stops down the stretch, and
we had them there to convert
offensively when we needed
it most. They did the little
things that they needed to do

i Iribib

for us to get the W.”
Saturday’s
matcliip
marked GVSU’s fiftlLstfailht
win, but it was also tlfe feaffi’s
fifth game in 10 days. With
so
many
games,
Burgess
said
the
Lakers have
had no time
to focus on
fine tuning
details.
“We’ve
had
five
games in 10
days,
and
all
we’ve
had is game
preps,”
she
said.
“Nothing
needs
to
change
in
what
we
need to do
in
game
preparation
— we just
need to get
back
to
practice.
We haven’t
had practice
in
almost
two weeks,
and
that
can have an StetfoK
impact on a
young team.”
Padin,
however,
said
the team does not plan on
allowing its youth to bring
down its current wave of
success.
“We are a young team,
but we’ve had too many
experiences to use that as an
excuse anymore,” she said.
“As long as we continue to
listen to the coaches and do
the little things — playing
good defense and grabbing
loose balls — then we should
continue to have successful
games in the long run.”
The Lakers will travel tp
Northwood University op
Thursday
before capping
their four-game ro^d jSWWg
at Wayne State University on
Saturday.
sports @ lanthorn A>m

Women's Basketball Recap
GVSU vs Tiffin
-1

GVSU 75, TIFFIN 66
GVSU (12-3,9-1)

American Seating Park is a one-of-a-kind apartment building Lot us tett you why:
Spacious rooms with soaring ceding*
Original wood-beam ceAngs and oxpostd brick wals
Two. three, and fotv bedroom apartments, plus a toft
Two. three, and four bedroom townhouse apartments
Waiting distance to neighborhood restaurants, cafes, parks and pubs
Convenient access to public bans* systems, shopping and mayor expressways
Close to GVSU Pew Campus and other downtown college campuses
On-Site laundry fadWirs
24-hour security
Tree on s*c parking
Carports avadabie for rent
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i out at www.arnancansealngparii.com or cal our teaung office to
an appomimofX 616 / 76-26 78
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Emma Veach 8-14 4-5 20; Jasmine Padin 5-10 6-6 18;
Alex Stelfox 6-9 2-2 J4;
Briauna Taylor 3-6 2-2 9; Kelly Kretz 1-5 2-2 5; Brittany1
Taylor 2-3 0-0 4; »
Kara Crawford 1-3 0-0 3; Lauren Stodola 1-1 0-0 2;
Elizabeth Van Tiffin 0-1
0-0 0. Totals 27-52 16-17 75.

GVSU................................
Tiffin..................................

34 41 - 75
28 38 - 66

3-point goals
GVSU 5-13 (Jasmine Padin 2-5; Kelly
Kretz 1-2; Kara Crawford 1-1; Briauna Taylor 1-2;
Elizabeth Van Tiffin 0-1; Brittany Taylor 0-1; Emma
Veach 0-1). Tiffin 7-24 (Karli Mast 2-6; Jordan Jenkins
2-5; Mandy Jaeb 2-7; Jennifer Johnston 1-2; Stephanie
Kelly 0-2; Melissa Gilliland 0-2)
Fouled out
GVSU-None, Tiffin-Melissa Gilliland.
Rebounds — GVSU 32 (Briauna Taylor 7). Tiffin 30
(Jessica Harris 12)
Assists — GVSU 10 (Jasmine Padin 3).Tiffin II (Mandy
Jaeb 5)
Total fouls
GVSU 13, Tiffin 16.
Technical fouls — GVSU-None, Tiffin-None
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Swimmers, divers propel Senior Day triumphs
By Curtis Kalleward
GVL Staff Writer

rhe Grand Valley State University
men’s and women’s swimming and
diving teams celebrated their tinal
home meet of the season in exceptional
fashion this past Saturday against the
University of Findlay.
“I was pleased with everything we
did today,” said GVSU head coach
Andy Boyce. “The women were able
to come back from (last week’s) loss
to Wayne State University and swim
wdl, and the men were able to build
on the excitement of last week’s
win.”
The two squads took a combined
24-of-26 possible first-place finishes
against the Oilers, including a perfect
13-for-13 on the men’s side. Coming
.off of several close races against
Wayne State, some swimmers found
the Oilers squad to be less of a test
than usual.
“Findlay wasn't as challenging of
a meej $s Wayne State,” said junior
^wVftirnrr Kim Baughman. “The loss
I VUII Y <affect us negatively. We
U1UII
didn lt really
pd m
in 4,01
some good times and we
iurqpl,
k L fain hard during the week.”
Yw4'.h
V. Hie hom<
home pool advantage and
“ // j.

strong fan turnout add^d |o the day’s
energy for the athletes. Fourteen soonto-be-graduated athletes, including
senior swimmer Matt Witkowski,
were honored along with their parents
before the meet as part of the Senior
Day festivities.
‘‘It’s always nice to go out with
a bang at our own pixil,” he said.
“Everyone came together for our last
home meet to make it exciting, but
it was a bittersweet night for me. It’s
been a long four years, but it’s coming
to an end. The best part was having
my friends and family there to watch
me.”
The seniors’ teammates stepped
their game up as well, using the
excitement of the meet to boost their
abilities. Sophomore swimmer Rafael
Santos broke the school record in the
KX) meter backstroke while junior
diver Patrick VanDommelen qualified
for the NCAA national championship
meet in the 1 meter dive.
The Lakers now have nine out of
a possible 10 relay squads slated as
qualifiers for nationals.
“ VanDommelen’s accomplishment
brought us up to 26 qualified athletes,
much more than we had at this time

last year,” Boyce said. “We’re looking
forward to more people qualifying
for nationals at the conference
championships in a couple of weeks.”
There were stumbling points,
however. Baughman, who finished
fifth in the 50 meter freestyle race,
said she struggled due to her own
equipment malfunctioning.
“My personal races were not where
1 wanted them to be,” she said. “1 just
got new goggles for Christmas, and
they kept filling up with water. I didn’t
have them tight enough to my face.”
The teams have a full weekend
ahead of them, with a Friday
competition in Hope and another on
Saturday in Indianapolis.
“We’re trying to get into a routine
right now for classes and practices with
the weekend coming up,” Baughman
said. “We’ll definitely have the goggle
situation fixed.”
After this weekend, the teams will
rest until the GLIAC championships,
which start on Feb. 10 in Detroit.
“We’re not that concerned about
Hope and Indianapolis,” Witkowski
said.“We’re going to train and get ready
for the conference championship.”

ckalleward@ lanthorn .com

GVL / Lindsey Waggoner

The Laker swim team beat Findlay with wins in 24 of the 26 events on Saturday.
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lakers overcome barrage of
■ injuries for weekend win
By Greg Monahan
GVL Staff Writer

With just one game this
past weekend, the Grand
Valley
State
University
men’s hockey team battled
through both adversity and
Oakland University en route
to a convincing weekend
victory.
Skating
two
players
down due to recent injuries,
the Division II Lakers took
down Oakland, who came
into the game rated No. 8
in the American Collegiate
Hockey
Association’s
Division I.
The 4-2 win became
especially important for the
Lakers when considering
the team’s short bench and
absence of a handful of top
players. GVSU head coach
Mike Forbe^said he has had
to make several adjustments
in light of the team's current
injury situation.
“We’re
the
walking
wounded right now,” he said.
It seems like both teams
right now are snakebit, but
the positive of this is that
everybody gets a chance to
play.”

Though his team cannot
seem to catch a break in
regards to getting healthy,
Forbes said its performance
on the ice has not suffered.
“We were two guys
short of a full roster on
the ice today, and out of
necessity, Eric Beaupre was
playing on a bad ankle and
ended up scoring the game
winner tonight,” he said.
“Right now we’re definitely
shorthanded, but the players
that are playing are stepping
up and filling in quite vvejl.”
The Lakers had several
bright spots, the brightest
of which
being junior
goaltender
Grant
Lyop.
Bouncing back after being
pulled last weekend against
Adriaq College, he turned
in one of his most solid
performances of the year.
After giving up 11 goals
in two games last weekend,
the Lakers locked down and
played a defensive-minded
game, which Lyon said made
his job in the net easier.
“I was able to see the
puck, so I was able to stop
the puck,” he.said.
The next six games
will each be pivotal for

5, 9, and 12 month lease
terms and furnished units evelteblel

Live

GVSU, who will take on
No. 9 Central Michigan
University before facing
Davenport University and
Michigan State University
in back-to-back weekends.
The Panthers and Spartans
are ranked second and first
in the region, respectively.
The puck drops at home
this Friday at 9 p.m.

in the heart of
downtown
Grand Rapids
616.776.3300
www.eenhoorn.com

Receive
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Documentary film goes 'behind the scenes' of janitorial staff
The Philosopher Kings’ shares ‘unique and penetrating’ insights of Ivy League custodians for Campus Leadership Week
By Danielle Slabbekoorn
GVL Staff Writer

1 For anyone who has ever
wondered what goes on between
mopping the floors and grooming the
campus grounds, the documentary
film “The Philosopher Kings” takes
viewers through a journey of the
lives of the janitorial staff at some
of the most elite schools in the
country.
The film will show twice on Grand
Valley State University campuses,
giving students, faculty and custodial
staff an intriguing look at the people
behind the scenes of America’s most
prestigious universities.
Looking through the staff’s
eyes, this documentary film pushes
stereotypes aside and helps students
and faculty members realize that
wisdom can be attained in more
ways than just a textbook.
The janitorial staff shows it can
also be attained by simply living a
life where they see and experience
everything on campus.
Allison Webster, the campus
programming graduate assistant,
was asked to show this movie at the
Kirkhof Center, even though it does
not follow the traditional program
schedule.
“It is not the typical movie we
normally show,” Webster said,
“(But) Student Life decided to
sponsor it for Campus Leadership
Week.”
She said the topic will be relevant
and interesting to both students and
staff and hopes many will come and
appreciate it for what it has to offer.

Scott Stabler, assistant professor
“The film shows people who
of history, brought “The Philosopher are in a paradoxical situation,”
Kings” to GVSU and requested
Spear said. “They have views and
its screening with a discussion opinions on life that are unique and
following.
more penetrating than some believe
He said the movie focuses on those
they would be.”
who go unnoticed in universities
Spear said he hopes the film will
but have interesting stories about
open everyone’s eyes to the wisdom
what they observe at the Ivy League
and understanding found outside the
universities which employ them.
setting of a formal institution.
“It is important for students to
“This idea of ‘philosopher kings’
see what goes on behind the scenes,” comes from the Greek philosopher
Stabler said. “The (custodial) staff Plato and his book ‘The Republic,”’
are real people who have their own
Spear said. “It was his idea that in
philosophies and kingdoms and have order to have a just society it needed
their own stories to tell.”
philosophers to rule who were
He added he hopes
highly educated for
students and staff
that
reason.”
“The film shows
will appreciate what
He said although
people who are
the janitorial staff
Plato’s
ideas are
does throughout this
elitist, this movie
in a paradoxical
movie,
especially
will contend the idea
situation.”
the things students
that people from the
and staff take for
bottom can possess
ANDREW SPEAR
granted
such
as
knowledge
the
GVSU ASSISTANT
clean bathrooms and
and
intejlect
of a
PROFESSOR
classrooms.
philosopher king.
He said “The
“I think this movie
Philosopher Kings” fits in perfectly
will break this way of thinking,”
with Campus Leadership Week
Spear said. “Everyone can possess
because he believes leadership
this wisdom.”
comes in a variety of different forms
He will discuss the Plato
philosophy in further detail at the
and levels.
“Leadership comes from the top
movie screenings to help prompt
as well as the bottom,” Stabler said. questions and discussion related to
the movie.
“I hope to have some custodians and
“The Philosopher Kings” will
staff come as well as the students.”
show at Loosemore Auditorium on
Following the showings of the
documentary, there will be a brief Wednesday at 11:30 a.m. and in the
summary and overview made by
lower Kirkhof Center in Area 51 on
Stabler and Andrew Spear, assistant Thursday at 7 p.m.
professor of philosophy.
dslabbekoorn @ lanthorn .com

Courtesy Photo / Google Images

The documentary, "The Philosopher Kings," offers the campus perspective of the
janitorial staff at Ivy League schools. Screenings of the film are this week at GV.

GV anime club supports,
fosters local fans, chapters
Otaku no Anime offers older anime enthusiasts forum
to view, discuss genre with younger group at GRPL
By Coty Levandoski
GVL Staff Writer

Courtesy Photo / Google Images

Mike Kosta will be at GVSU for a free comedy show Wednesday, hosted by Spotlight Productions.

Tennis pro serves comedy to campus
Mike Kosta, collegiate coach-turned funny man, coming to campus
By Elijah Brumback
GVL Staff Writer

Mike Kosta dabbled in
professional tennis, coached it
at the University of Michigan,
wrote an instructional book on
the sport — and then decided
to turn to comedy.
Spotlight
Productions,
Grand
Valley
State
University's
programming
board, continues its free
comedy series by hosting
comedian Kosta Wednesday
night in the Grand River
Room of the Kirkhof Center.
Kosta’s former tennis life
was very successful, and he
even won a Michigan Emmy
tar his work as a performer/
host on “CCHA All Access”
bn the Fox Sports Network.
He now lives in Los Angeles
Jwhere, as he writes on his
Web site, he “hopes to become
famous and forget all the little
people.”
Since he began working
on his comedy, Kosta has
steadily built a name for
himself with appearances
on Comedy Central’s “Live
at Gotham,” the HBO/US
Comedy Festival, TBS and
more recently, Showtime’s
‘‘Live Nude Comedy.”
• Kosta was suggested to
Joe Corey, the comedy chair
of Spotlight
Productions,
by GVSU student Carrie
Dvergaard, a good friend
bf Kosta. Overgaard said
she recently attended one
of
Kosta’s
shows
and
immediately thought
him

a straight face.
a perfect fit to perform at
Kosta is light on his feet and
GVSU.
“I can’t really say why quick with snappy one-liners
he is so funny, he just is, that paralyze his audience and
interviewees with lighthearted
some people are just bom to
entertain and he’s definitely embarrassment.
No one is safe from Kosta’s
one of them,” Overgaard said.
mockery, not even children
“He’s really interactive with
selling vodlemonade spiked
the audience and is very quick
with vodka.
with random jokes that are
In the video, Kosta is
hilarious.”
visiting Jazz Fest in New
Previous
GVSU
Free
Comedy Series performer Orleans. He stops off to buy
Pete Lee also spoke highly of some of granddad’s lemonade
from a 13-year-old boy selling
Kosta’s stand up.
“When Pete (Lee) was here
out of a stand on the street.
“Only in New
he said Kosta
“He's really
Orleans,”
was a real
funny guy and
Kosta said.
interactive with
would be a
Those who
the audience and
great addition
have
seen
is very quick with
to the series,”
the video are
already
sold
Corey
said.
random jokes that
on
Kosta’s
“What’s best
are hilarious.”
is that he does
comedy.
involve
the
“Watching
CARRIE OVERGAARD
him talk to that
audience a lot
GVSU STUDENT
in his standlittlekid selling
was
booze
up.”
Kosta’s Web site, http:// fantastic,” said GVSU junior
www.michaelkosta.com, has
Austin Ansingh. “He just
several videos that give a brief lights him up while drinking
taste of where his comedy
beer. I couldn’t tell if he was
comes from and how he plays drunk or really hilarious.
with audience members.
Either way I’d probably watch
In a short video after a
it again.”
As a Michigan native,
performance in Appleton,
Kosta is able to relate to
Wis.,
Kosta
interviews
some noticeably inebriated
audiences in the state, which
members of his audience. He
seems to be a part of his
takes full advantage of their success and recognition in the
inability to quickly answer region.
his questions and mockingly
Doors open at 8:30 p.m.
stuffs the microphone in their Wednesday for Kosta’s show.
ebrumback@lanthorn .com
mouths and foreheads,all with

1

“Evangelion: 1.0 You Are (Not)
Alone” is the latest in a number of film
screenings put on by the Grand Rapids
Public Library’s Anime Club.
Chosen in accordance with Grand
Valley State University’s resident anime
club, Otaku no Anime, the anime showings
are predominantly geared toward young
adults, although all ages are welcome.
Ratings of the material shown are kept to
PG-13 and under.
“The showings at GRPL are another
way for Otaku no Anime and JAFAX to
branch out and create a further sense of
community as well as helping out our
local library,” said OnA Vice President
Will Burgess.
JAFAX, or the Japanese Art Film and
Anime Expo, is OnA’s summer gathering
of more than 3,000 cosplay players
that takes place on GVSU’s Allendale
Courtesy Photo / Google Images
Campus annually. The first expo was the
"Evangelion: 1.0 You Are (Not) Alone" will be
brainchild of Rob Grimes, which took
shown at the Grand Rapids Public Library for
place in 1995 at the Kendall College of those age 18 and under. GVSU's student group
Art and Design in Grand Rapids. Today, Otaku no Anime offers those over 18 a chance
to view and discuss the anime genre also.
JAFAX is the second largest free anime
event in the nation.
OnA has an open membership, with its
Similarly, JAFAX and OnA both serve
current mailing list set at 184 participants,
to not only make anime appreciated by
a number which includes both alumni
a wider audience but also to provide a
and students not currently attendjng
setting for fans of the genre to share their
GVSU. Weekly meetings have an acting
affinity with like-minded peers.
body fluctuating anywhere from 20: to
“Anime is a fun and different audio
40 people, with new business including
and visual experience that has taken everything from watching anime setjies
us on journeys from outer space to the
periodically, performing skits or hold ng
Wild West,” Burgess said. “It’s a wildly
an open forum concerning a particular
creative way to tell a story and we would
anime, manga or video game.
like to invite anyone we
Traveling occasionally
can to enjoy anime with
on weekend road trips Jfor
“(Anime) is a wildly
us.”
anime conventions from
creative way to tell a
The
movies shown,
cities such as Detroit,
such as “Evangelion: 1.0
story and we would
Chicago and Columbus
You Are (Not) Alone,”
helps OnA maintain a full
like
to
invite
anyone
cater to the genre’s local
and active agenda, but jfor
we can to enjoy
fan base while also serving
Burgess, regardless of the
as an incentive for youths
anime with us.”
city he is in, anime always
to visit the GRPL.
reminds him of home.
“Anime is very popular
WILL BURGESS
“Growing
up.
my
with teens and the library
OTAKU NO ANIME
brother and I hardly got
is always looking for ways
VICE PRESIDENT
along,” Burgess recalled.
to encourage teens to
“I remember sitting down
come through our doors,”
to watch Fullmetal Alchemist’and ‘Ghost
said GRPL teen librarian Julie Bcukema.
in the Shell’ and we began having these
“Teens that watch anime are often enticed
really philosophical talks about man,
to pick up manga, and anything we can
machine and fhe soul, life, technology
do to encourage teens to read is a good
and more. It was then that I really got
thing.”
to know him and we began seeing each
The GRPL Anime Club, which is
other as brothers.”
sponsored by Otaku no Anime, holds
“Evangelion 1.01 You Are (Not)
monthly meetings that consist of anime
Alone” will show for those up to 18 years
viewings, discussion on assorted manga,
old at 6:30 tonight at the GRPL located at
as well as having assorted Japanese snacks
111 Library St. NE.
and refreshments being served. The age
clevandoski@ lanthorn .com
group includes those up to 18 years old.

See more: Visit Lanthorn.com for an article on the Eric Nykamp Art

Showing and a review of The Lovely Bones.

MARKETPLACE
CLASSIFIED RATES
DEADLINES: Noon Friday for Monday. Noon Wednesday for Thursday
E mail your classifieds:

Services

Textbooks bought and sold,
new and used, online buy
backs. Buy sell rent at
cheapbooks.com
(260)
399-6111, esponol (212)
380-1763 urdu/hindi/bunjabi
(713) 429-4981 see site for
other support lines

Wanted________
Wanted: Music student willing
to give violin lessons to begin
ner. Live close to campus will
ing to meet weekly and pay go
ing rate. Have basic knowledge
pf mechanics and note reading.

mill creek discovery park,
ground/maintenance, guest
services, archaeology and
motel housing $96 a month,
$7.73 hour, 40 hours/wk start
early May or June through
Labor day (or later). Visit our
webpage
________ For Sale________
56" High. I5" Wide, II" Deep,
handmade, four shelf, unfinished
wood bookcase for sale. Origi
nally purchased for $75, Asking
for $30. Available for pickup at
48 West. Please reply to soderbem^mail.gvsu.edu if inter
ested. Thank you!
________ Housing________

Grand Rapids for Animals is a
grassroots organization here in
the community. Our primary
goal is to educate and advocate
on animal welfare issues. We arcseeking new members to expand
our organization. For more in
formation on how you can vol
unteer, please contact Katie at
rodrikat(« mail.gvsu.edu, or
Connie at c.hoytt?' hotmail.com.
Visit us on the web at
www.grfornamials.org

Employment

Bartenders wanted. Up to
$250/Day. No Experience
necessary. Training provided.
Age
18+
Okay.
Call
1-800-965-6520. ext. 226.

motel housing $96 a month,
$7.73 hour, 40 hours/wk start
early May or June through
Labor day (or later). Visit our
webpage
www.MackinacParks.com,
call 231-436-4100 E-mail fegank@michigan.gov

The Village at 48 West. Stop
in Today! Rates starting at
only $395! 616.895.2400 or
www.48west.com for more
info
Boltwood Apartments
Now Leasing. 1 and 2 bed
room. Walk ins welcome.
616 895 5875
randres@accesspmgroup.co
m
Copper
Beech
Townhomes...the
most
space for the best price! 1, 2,
3, or 4 bedroom units! Lo
cated in Allendale on 48th
Street. Call 616-895-2900 or
visit
copprbeechtownhomes.com
for more information.

FREQUENCY

COMMERCIAL

2 Issues min.
3-4 Issues
5+ Issues

60c/word
55<j:/word
50c/word

House: 146 Gold NW park
ing, totally remolded 3 bed
room, bath, new appliances
including dishwasher, base
ment, wood laminate floors,
granite tile counters $750 +
utilities 719-6505
Large 6 bedroom 2 1/2 bath.
House for .rent starting May
1, 2001. Each bedroom is
oversized. Home has a huge
fenced in backyard with vol
leyball court and fire pit.
Rent includes all utilities,
trash, wireless Internet/cable
TV, and full laundry. Also
partially furnished conven
iently located on Lake Michi
gan Dr. yet still secluded.
Please
e-mail
to
dkfaul@sbcglobal.net or call
Kelly at 616-453-0923
Condo For Sale. 1.5 miles
from campus center. Just
$64,900! Mint condition. 2
large bedrooms (11’ x 13’)
and 2 full baths. See
GRAR.com (MLS # 773723)
for pictures and details.
Laura Koetje Smith Diamond
Realty 616-262-1303
Sick of apartment living?
P2Pspot.com has several af
fordable housing listings
close to the GVSU cam
puses.
Miscellaneous

Hungry Howie’s in Allendale
has AMAZING specials just
for GVSU! Look inside the
paper to find them! WE DE
LIVER! Call 616-895-6777 or
order
o n I i rve
@
hungryhowies.com
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Culture, Pop and Otherwise
By: Joshua Kovach
Across

I. Cloudy vapor
6. Outdoor bowling game

II. Hairy humanoid
14. Perform better
15. Celestial hunter
16. Airy matter
17. “Frankly, my dear, I don’t
give_____ ."
18. Horse controls
19. Colonial insect
20. Take-over for
22. Narrative tangent
24. “Good ctT boys’” drink
25. “Holla Back Girl” spelling
challenge

27. Loathe
30. Abundant earthly liquid
31. Auditory appendages
32. Fuss
33. Colorful Apple?
37. Penny in Macao
38. Aging host Casey
40. Menu option: ______ -cart
41. Compass mnemonic
43. Y&adelay. of Yaadslay
Industries
44. Winged archer
45. “The Christmas Song” writer
Mel
47. Seven samurai, for one
4SL CdHlDlttlfUy
52. Cotton gin creator Whitney
53. Change for the better
54. Overused interjection
58. Ink dispenser
59. Iron or aluminum
63. Democratic participant
64. Elapsed time of existence
65. Keep away from
66. Roman magistrate
67. College prep exam
68. Death Star captain
69. Egg cartons?

Down
34.
1. Fly majestically
35.
2. Arrogant state o’ mind
36.
3. “To name a few”
38.
4. Looks up to
39.
5. Pounds and crowns
42.
6. Drill
44.
7. Iron source
46.
8. 102, to Nero
47.
9. Deceive
48.
10. Lost marbles
49.
11. One more time
50.
12. Eats shoots and leaves
51.
13. Model rocket makers
54.
21. Doc for Fido
55.
23. Draped garment
56.
25. Offered a farewell
57.
26. Bohr's particle
60.
27. MacGyver actor's middle name 61.
28. Roof edge
62.
29. British cargo boat
30. It doesn't get recycled

Wftl- or KMedicinal houseplant
Collection of actors
Marx or Rove
Camouflaged collective
Friend of Kyle and Kenny
Part of a series
Played Gordon and £prg
You do it with a needle
When one and one are one
Hors d'oeuvres, in Spain
End of an alphabet
Belief
•
Hawkeye Alan
Milo's furry companion
Change from solid
“You arc,” to Don Quixote
First lady?
Lowest appendage
Assist

See Answers on Lanthorn.com

Full finished basement available
with large bedroom, full bath
and living area. Upstairs .is Want to sell your textbooks
kitchen and living room. Fented without supporting your local
yard. deck. Excellent location in
bookstore? Help yourself and
the middle of Allendale and
your GVSU peers by selling
Grand Rapids. One year lease
direct
using
required. $350 per month pi- • them
P2iPspot.com.
“Take
the
BS
eludes water and waste pick up.
Call Garry at 586-337-7305 or out of your life” (the Book586-752-3928
Store that is).

I
I
Buy One 15”Sub Combo, |
Get One 15” Sub FREE! I

Beard walk Subs

Jersey style subs, soup & salads
<itandale-Walker

ar.
>

5

o

1 AM MICHIGAN DRIVE

Standale-Walker, Mi 49504

616.453.7275
www.boardwalksubs.net

College Students ALWAYS receive
10% Discount, even without a coupon
N«tntid»ttb any other offers. Mum present coupon.' Expires: 1.25.10

Housing.
»- more1.
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irand Valley Lanthorn

Campus leadership comes in many forms. The students listed below have demonstrated
leadership in one of the "Five Phases of-Campus Life identified by Omicron Delta Kappa
National Leadership Honorary: Scholarship. Athletics, Community Service, Sociat/Religious
Activities/Campus Government, Journalism/Speech/Mass Media, and Creative/Performing
Arts. These student leaders will be recognized at the I Am Grand Valley Leadership Reception
on January 20. 2010 from 4:30pm-6:30pm in Kirkhof Center Room 0058 and everyone is invited
to attend. Look for more information at www.gvsu.edu/iamgv. Celebrate the collective
difference that each student makes at GVSU. WE are Grand Valley!

are
Congratulations to the following nominees!
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